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Abstract 

Nowadays, Cryptography plays a major role in protecting information. Hash function is a well 

defined procedure that digests a large data chunks into a small one. The returned value from 

hash function is called hash code. Hash codes can be used for data integrity purposes while 

storing or transmitting data. It is well known that Hash algorithms work in one way and cannot 

be reversed. Many hash algorithms and standards exist today, Among these algorithms, the 

Message Digest algorithms (MD4, MD5) and Secure Hash Algorithms(SHA1,SHA2 and SHA- 

512). 

Since its invention by Lester S. Hill in 1929, the Hill cipher model which is one of the most 

famous symmetric cryptosystems that can be used to protect information from any unauthorized 

access. Hill cipher uses matrix operations to produce cipher matrix from a data and key matrices. 

Hill cipher requires the inverse of the key matrix for decryption. This inverse depends on a 

suggested modular number, but the matrix which doesn't have a prime determinant relative to a 

previous suggested number doesn't have an inverse. Non-invertible key matrix is the main 

problem of Hill Cipher. This problem leads to many other sub problems such as the disability of 

decrypting any encrypted text. 

In this research, we made use of the aforementioned problem in Hill cipher, namely the non 

invertible matrix problem, to design a novel one way hash algorithm. The first round of the 

proposed algorithm depends on the multiplication of non-invertible matrix with the plaintext 

message in column vector. Then, we use the output of the first step to make a digest for these 

data chunks and generate the final hash value. 

A comparison between our practical one way hash algorithm and Message Digest (MD5), 

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHAI), and Secure Hash Algorithm( SHA-512) has been made by 

using the data size and matrix size factors to compare the time per second. Our algorithm's 

security power against brute force attacks and dictionary attack has been improved and 

discussed. We give a strong indication that our algorithm is resistant against collisions by using 

hamming distance algorithm. We also give a proof that our algorithm satisfies the one way hash 

algorithm properties. 

Implementations of our algorithm and other algorithms shows that our algorithm has similar 

performance as MD5 algorithm for different matrix size, and it is more secure than MD5 against 

brute force attack and collision attacks, also our algorithm has a better performance than SHA 1 
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algorithm for different matrix size, and it has a better performance than SHA-512 with less 

security. 

The key contribution of this research is the development of a new one way hash algorithm based 

on Hill Cipher. The second important contribution is to design an algorithm to convert an 

invertible matrix to non-invertible one. The third contribution is to solve the dictionary attack 

problem by using salt algorithm. 
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Chapter! :Introduction 

Chapter 1 

1.1 Overview 

Cryptography has become-increasingly used to provide security of information. But, things that 

can be secure today could be broken in the future. Cryptology is the "science of codes and 

ciphers". Cryptology includes many algorithms and techniques which help to transfer data in a 

way that makes their content unreadable to anyone who does not have permission to read or write 

on these data [3],[4],[59],[62]. 

HMACs provides integrity by using the hash algorithm means combined with a participated 

secret key. The hash differs from the digital signature; the hash uses the same key in both the 

sender and the receiver sides; but the digital signature uses a public key infrastructure. "Hash 

functions are also sometimes referred to as message digests or one-way transforms. One-way 

transforms or functions are so named for two reasons: each party must perform the computation 

on their respective end, and because it is easy to go from message to digest but mathematically 

infeasible to go from digest to message. Conversely, two-way functions can go either way; 

encryption schemes are examples of two-way functions"[ 4]. 

The hash value code is actually a Message Integrity Code (MIC) that each party must calculate 

to verify the message. For example, the sender uses an HMAC algorithm and shared key to 

compute the hash for the message. The receiver must perform an HMAC computation on the 

received message, and compare it to the original. If the message has changed in transit, the hash 

values are different and the packet is rejected[59]. 

One way hash algorithm changes messages or text into a fixed string of digits. Usually for 

systems security integrity, confidentiality and availability. The one way means that it's hard to 

recover the original text from the hash value string. A one-way hash function is used to create 

digital signatures. Which in its turn identify and authenticate the sender of a digitally distributed 

message[ 5] ,[ 18]. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1.2 Motivation 

Cryptography is considered as a mixture of both mathematics and computer science. It's the 

study and the ability of hiding data; it's used in many technological and business applications. 

"Computer Security aims to protect an automated information system" in order to provide the 

goals of preserving the integrity, availability and confidentiality of the information system 
resources and services. Several social aspects today have critical information that depends in 

networks for data transmissions, and the secure for this information is a big challenge [4],[61]. 

Ensuing security systems have many challenges like systems hackers. We can notice that the 

number of hackers is increasing as a result of the internet and information technology progress 

with many attacks like dictionary attacks and collision attacks. Another challenge is that the 

value of information becomes very sensitive, and we need to protect this information in storing 

or transmission between the senders and the receivers. One-way Hash functions are important 

cryptographic primitive, and can be used to solve many problems involving authentication and 

integrity. As a result, we are best motivated by these challenges in order to develop a new 

practical one way hash algorithm based on Hill Cipher [ 4]. 

1.3 Problem statement 

Hill Cipher use invertible matrix in encryption and decryption .If the inverse of this matrix is not 

found then the encrypted text cannot be decrypted. Hash function is a well-defined procedure 

that converts a large data into a small one. The returned value from hash function is called hash 

code. One-way hash function is a function that converts a variable string length into a fixed 

length binary sequence that cannot be reversed. Our goal is to develop a new one way hash 

algorithm [22], [24], [25][10],[12],[13]. 

1.4 Proposed Solutions 

It is well known that Hash algorithms work in one way and cannot be reversed. From this point, 

we need to choose the non-invertible matrix to use it inside a practical one-way hash algorithm. 

First we take non-invertible matrix and multiply it by plaintext as column vector with modular 

value n to generate the hash value H . Also if the used matrix is invertible, a conversion 

algorithm will be used to produce a non-invertible matrix. The sender of the message calculates 

the hash value or message digest by using the model. After that, message and hash value are sent 

to the receiver who make same calculation to the message by using the model to generate a 

3 



Chapter l :Introduction 

message hash value. Then the receiver compares between the message digest from the sender and 

hash value that he calculated. 

1.5 Research Methodology 

In this research, the original Hill cipher models will be analyzed, and the problems of the original 

Hill cipher will be pointed out. A new mathematical model will be formulated. At first we will 

build an algorithm to check whether the matrix is invertible or not, and if the matrix is invertible, 

convert it to non-invertible matrix. After that the practical one way hash algorithm is developed. 

The proposed model will be tested and simulated by using Matlab tools, and then will be 

compared with MD5, SHAl and SHA-512 from speed and security perspectives. 

1.6 Objectives 
- Study the one way hash algorithm requirements. 
- Design an algorithm that can convert the matrix to non-invertible matrix. 

- Design the practical one way hash algorithm based on matrix multiplications used 

in Hill Cipher. 
- Prove that om algorithm satisfies the requirements of one way hash algorithms. 

- Compare the proposed model with MD5 and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHAl, 

SHA512), using a high performance language for technical computing (Matlab), in 

order to test our technique. 
- Study the security of the new algorithm against brute force attack, collision 

resistance and dictionary attack. 

1.7 Contributions 
In this thesis we can summarize many contributions: 

1. First, derive the algorithm that convert the invertible matrix to non-invertible matrix. 

2. Second, design a practical one way hash algorithm that cannot be reversed based on 

matrix multiplications. 

3. Third, design the salt algorithm to solve dictionary attack problem. 

During om work on this research, we published a three papers. In the first paper, we proposed a 

mathematical proof for our model which considered to be as an invention contribution from " 

Journal of computer applications" in the USA[61]. In the second paper, we proposed our model 

in Arabic language, and provided a comparison between our model with MD5, SHAl, and SHA- 
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512 in a "Journal of communication Arab society in computer science". The third paper was a 

survey about cryptography which was published in a "Journal of information and computer 

security" in Malaysia[62].(see appendix cfor more information about papers) 

1.8 Literature review 
A lot of work has been directed towards a one way hash function and Hill Cipher: 

In 1993, Yuliang Zheng [52], talked about one-way hashing algorithm called HAV AL which 

compresses a message of arbitrary length into a digest of different data size. In addition of that, 

HA VAL has a parameter that controls the number of passes. A message block ( of 1024 bits) is 

processed. A message block can be processed more than one pass. By combining output length 

with pass, he can provide fifteen choices for a practical applications where different levels of 

security are required. 

In 1999, Murray Eisenberg [53] described what Hill ciphers were and how they were broken. 

And he discussed the requisite notions and facts about modular arithmetic. 

In 2000, Victor Shoup [54] presentd a new scheme for constructing universal one-way hash 

functions that hashed arbitrarily long messages out of universal one-way hash functions that 

hashed fixed-length messages. The new construction is extremely simple and is also very 

efficient. 

In 2005, Johannes Mittmann [59] . On his paper he gave definitions of the basic terms of 

cryptographic hash functions, First, he discusses generic attacks that can be applied to arbitrary 

hash functions and gives a comparison of security criteria. Second, he describes design principles 

of iterated hash functions in general, and the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) in particular. 

Finally, he introduces message authentication codes and shows their construction from other 

cryptographic primitives. 

In 2005, Kimmo jravnien [56] Hardware implementation aspects of the MD5 hash algorithm are 

discussed in his paper. A general architecture for MD5 is proposed and several implementations 

are presented. 

In 2006 Danilo Gligoroski [55] proposed a new design principle for construction of iterated hash 

functions. Then he showed that to reach the cryptographic strength to find collisions, much 

lower number of iterations is necessary. 
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In August 2006, Ismail et al [22] tried to modify the Hill cipher by adjusting the encryption key 

matrix to form a different key for each encryption block. 

In 2009, Farajallah tried to overcome hill cipher problem by converting all none prime 

determinant matrices into prime determinant matrix, then all cipher text can be decrypted again. 

In 2010 Harshvardhan Tiwari [60] presented a review of cryptographic hash functions. He 

presented numerous definitions of hash functions, different types of hash functions such as block 

cipher based on hash function and dedicated hash function, and various applications of hash 

functions. He gave special emphasis on dedicated hash functions like MD5, SHA-1 and 

RIPEMD-160. 

Yellapu Naveen Kumar and Bikkina Narendra [41] at National Institute of Technology-Rourkela, 
in 2008 wrote thesis on Hill Cipher using the technique that presented on his paper called "Novel 

Methods of Generating Self-Invertible Matrix for Hill Cipher Algorithm" but by making some 

changes that generate self-repetitive matrix instead of Self-Invertible Matrix, and he made a 

simulation for matrix of size 3 X 3. 

In 2009, Saroj Kumar Panigrahy and others[42], made a paper in biometrics area, and applied 

advanced Hill cipher algorithm for hiding information in the images. 

In the same year Ahmed S. Hadi and Ali H. Mahdi [43] presented the idea of combine error free 

and encryption at the same system, they built mathematical model to use Hill cipher algorithm in 

a deferent way, this is done by encoding the plaintext and encrypted it before sending, the 

encryption process is done by using both Hill cipher and permutation, while at the decryption 

side only Hill cipher is used. 

Ramchandra S. Mangrulkar and Pallavi V. Chavan in May 2009 [ 44] at International Journal of 

Recent Trends in Engineering, wrote a paper that implemented Hill Cipher algorithm, to hide the 

plaintext behind the cover image at the encryption side, and then at the decryption side, they 

decrypted the received cover image to retrieve the original plaintext which is hidden behind the 

cover image . 

Ahmed Y. Mahmoud and Alexander G. Chefranov [45] in International Conference on Security 

of Information and Networks, in 2009, published their paper that analyzes a new modification of 

Hill cipher algorithm, that generates a dynamic encryption and decryption key matrix by 
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exponentiation which can be made efficiently with help of eigenvalues. The security of their 

system is improved by use of large numbers of dynamic keys. 

In the previous section, we provide a literature review for many hashing algorithms and hill 

cipher technique. Chu-Hsing Lin and his colleagues tried to enhance the security of Hill Cipher 

using one-way hash function. It was a very good idea, but still cannot overcome the none 

invertible matrix problem [25], Victor Shoup [54] developed a new scheme for constructing 

universal one-way hash functions that hash arbitrarily long messages out of universal one-way 

hash functions that hash fixed-length messages. Many people directed to work in hashing 

algorithms and encryption techniques for their great importance in information security 

applications as we see in the previous works some researcher work on design a new algorithm or 

encryption technique another work on security improvements and performance optimization. 

This factor encouraged me to work in this area to design a practical one way hash algorithm. 
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1.9 Thesis Outlines 
The organization of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

1. Chapter one includes a brief overview of network security, motivation of thesis, problem 

statement, proposed solution, research methodology, objectives of the thesis, and 

literature review of previous studies that were performed in Hill cipher and hash 

algorithms . 
2. Chapter two gives an introduction to cryptography, cryptography goals and math, a brief 

history of cryptography, symmetric and asymmetric encryption models, Hill cipher 

algorithm, one way hash algorithms . 
3. Chapter three introduces the new practical one way hash algorithm based on matrix 

multiplications and makes needed mathematical proves or justifications. Finally, give 

many examples of the system. 
4. Chapter four presents a list of simulation results and comparison between the proposed 

model for practical one way hash algorithm, MD5, SHAl and SHA512. 
5. Chapter five presents a comprehensive conclusions and future work. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Introduction to Cryptography 

Cryptography used in the past to protect national securities, and to secure military information 

and diplomatic correspondence. However, the use was limited. Nowadays, the range of 

cryptography applications is expanding a lot in the modem areas after the development of 

communication means; Cryptography is essentially required to ensure that the data are protected 

against penetrations and espionage. Cryptography is also a powerful mean in securing e 

commerce[26], [16], [19], [62], [63]. 

2.2 Cryptography Goals: 
By using cryptography, many goals can be achieved: 

1. Confidentiality: it is the most important goal, and its ensure that nobody can understand the 

received message except the one who has the decipher key [10]. 

2. Authentication: it is the process of proving the identity, and its assure that the communication 

entity is the one which is claimed to be [12]. 

3. Data Integrity: it ensures that the received message has not been altered in any way from its 

original form [I3] 
4. Non-Repudiation: it is a mechanism used to prove that the sender really sent this message. 

5. Access Control: it is the process of preventing any unauthorized use ofresources [14]. 

2.3 Basic Terminology of Cryptography 

Computers are used by millions of people for many purposes, "such as banking, shopping, 

military, and student records, etc ..... Privacy is a critical issue in many of these applications. We 

need to make sure that any unauthorized parties cannot read or modify the messages "[63]. 

Cryptography is the transformation of readable and understandable data into a form of data 

which cannot be understood for the purpose of securing data. Cryptography refers exactly to the 

methodology of concealing the content of messages. The word cryptography comes from the 

Greek word "Kryptos", that means hidden, and "graphikos" which means writing [3]. 

As Farajalla said in his theses "The information that we need to hide, is called plaintext (P). It's 

the original text, it can be in form of characters, numerical data, executable programs, pictures, or 
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any other kinds of information. The plaintext for example is the first draft of the message in the 

sender side before encryption, or it is the text at the receiver after decryption. 

The data that will be transmitted is called cipher text (C), it's a term refers to the string of a 

"meaningless" data, or an unclear text that nobody except the recipients must understand. It is 

exactly the data that will be transmitted through network. Many algorithms used to transform 

plaintext into cipher text [4]. 

Cipher is the algorithm which is used to transform plaintext into cipher text. This method is 

called encryption or enciphers (encode). In other words, it's a mechanism of converting readable 

and understandable data into "meaningless" data, and it is represented as follows: 

c=E,,P) (2.1) 

Where E (K) is the encryption algorithm using key k. 

The opposite of cipher mechanism is called decipher (decode) that it is the algorithm which 

recovers the cipher text. This method is called decryption. In other words it's the mechanism of 

converting "meaningless" data into readable data. 

(2.2) 

The Key is an input to the encryption algorithm, and this value must be independent from the 

plaintext. This input is used to transform the plaintext into cipher text, so different keys will yield 

different cipher text, in the decipher side; the inverse of the key will be used inside the algorithm 

instead of the key. 

Computer security it's a generic term for a collection of tools designed to protect data from 

hackers, theft, corruption, or natural disaster, while allowing these data to be available to the 

users at the same time. One example of these tools the A-vast antivirus program [1]. 

"Network security refers to any activity designed to protect the usability, integrity, reliability, 

and safety of data during their transmission on a network. Network security deals with hardware 

and software. The activity can be one of the following, anti-virus and anti-spyware, firewall, 

Intrusion prevention systems, and Virtual Private Networks" [63]. 

The Measures or procedures which are used to protect data during their transmission over a 

collection of interconnected networks are called Internet Security; but information security is 

used to prevent and to detect attacks on information-based systems [2]. 
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Cryptanalysis ( code breaking) is the study of the principles and the methods of deciphering 

cipher text without knowing the key. Typically this includes finding and guessing the secrete 

key. It's a complex process involving statistical analysis, analytical reasoning, math tools and 

pattern-finding. The field of both cryptography and cryptanalysis is called cryptology [23], [59]. 

Symmetric encryption refers to the process of converting plaintext into cipher text at the sender 

side with the same key that will be used to retrieve plaintext from cipher text at the recipient side, 

while asymmetric encryption refers to the process of converting plaintext into cipher text at the 

sender with different key that will be used to retrieve plaintext from cipher text at the recipient" 

[63]as in figure 2.2 [59], [62]. 

Passive attacks mean that the attackers or the unauthorized parties just monitor the traffic, or the 
communication between the sender and the recipient, and they don't attempt to breach or shut 

down the service. This kind of attacks is very difficult to be discovered, since the unauthorized 

party doesn't leave any traces. On the other hand, active attacks mean that the attackers are 

actively attempt to cause harm to the network or data. The attacker is not just monitoring the 

traffic but is also attempting to breach or shut down a service [23], [59]. 

Authentication is the process of determining whether someone is the same person who to be, 

such as login and password in login pages, but authorization is the process to ensure that this 

person has the ability to do something [23], [9], [59]. 

Brute force is the attacker who is trying all possible keys that may be used in either decrypt or 

encrypt information [59]. 

2.4 Symmetric And Asymmetric Encryption 

Encryption is the strongest and the safest way in securing data. Certainly, it is the most common 

one. Encryption systems are divided into two main types or forms, symmetric and 

asymmetric[59], [62]. 

"Symmetric encryption, which is also known as secret key or single key, means that the receiver 

decrypts the message with the same key, which the sender uses to encrypt the data. This system 

was the only system used earlier the discovering and developing the public key. In symmetric 

encryption, a safe way of data transfer must be used to move the secret key between the sender 

and the receiver"[63]. Figure 2.1 shows how the system works. Symmetric encryption occurs 

either by substitution or transposition technique, or by a mixture of both techniques. Substitution 
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maps each plaintext element into cipher text element, but transposition transposes the positions 

of plaintext elements[7], [2], [62]. 

= ·Encryption I --1~u'l'""l--l~---s-.-c-ur_e_C_h_a_n_n_ol--~-.,.,~ ~I Do~Uon · 1 
Algorithm ~ \..._ __ __;:. __,, ~ __ Algoritl:>!!!._. 

= 
'---I -►

Plalntext 

Shared Key 
Shared Key 

Clphertext . 

Insecure Channel 

FIGURE 2.1: SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF CONVENTIONAL ENCRYPTION 

The common simplified cipher algorithm which is called Caesar cipher, assigns each character of 

plaintext into numerical value, and sums the key value to the numerical value of plaintext 

character; and then assigns the rest of the division by modular value into cipher text character 

where the modular value is the max numerical value plus one [17]. The mathematical model of 

Caesar cipher is[l l]: 

At encryption side: 

At decryption side: 

E,(x)= (x+ n) mod p (2.3) 

E,(x)= (x-n) mod p (2.4) 

Where x is a plaintext and n is a shift value. 
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is. EE, <S® p, <Sy: 
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Bobs Public Key 

Bobs Private Key 
s3 

Plailnt. .. I 

~'------'n_s_ec_u_r_e_c_h_an_n_e_1 _,G1

------- 

FIGURE 2.2: SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF ASYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION 

2.5 Mathematics of Cryptography 

Cryptography is based on mathematics. Many aspects of mathematics are used in cryptography 

such as number theory, modular arithmetic, linear algebra and matrices. These aspects play an 

important role in cryptography. In this section, the mathematics groups and operations which will 

be used in this research will be discussed, and the algorithms for these operations will be written 

as flowcharts [19], [63]. 

Integer Operations. 

In this part, I will discuss one of the integer operations, which is the greatest common divisor, 

this operation is needed in this research. 

Any two positive integers have one or more common divisors, but we are interested in the 

greatest common divisor, for example the common divisors between 120 and 27 are listed in the 

following figure[63]. 

Ovisors of 120 Oivlso,-e, of 27 

10 1 20 
4 0 2 

44 24 20 
60 

1S 
30 

s 12 

FIGURE 2.3: COMMON DIVISORS OF TWO INTEGERS 
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he common area, we notice that there are two common divisors between 27 and 120, but 

eatest common divisors is 3, the greatest common divisor (gcd), can be calculate by using 

·ctean algorithm as follow [63]: 

Set first value in r , and the second value in r z. 

I- g=fix(r,/r;) 
2- r=T, - g X r 2 
3- r,=r, 

4- T,= T 
5- Check (fr2 > 0, then repeat from step 2 until step 5, else go to step 6 

6- gcd(first value,second value)= T, 

START 

Read a,b 

rT==2a 
r2=b 

Return r1 

yes 

g=fix(r1/r2) 
r==r1-gr2 
r1=r2 
r2=r 

END 

FIGURE 2.4: FLOWCHART OF FINDING GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR 

Matrix Operations 

Most of the work on this research depends on matrices operations. Some of these operations are 

familiar for us. Other operation is not easy to be understood for example, when we need to find 

the inverse of a matrix relative to the specified modular value [ 40]. 

Modular Arithmetic 

In mathematics, modular arithmetic is a subsystem of arithmetic operations; it is only for 

integers, where the integers wrap around after they reach a certain value called the modulus. 
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Modular arithmetic was invented by Carl Friedrich Gauss in his published book "Disquisitiones 

Arithmeticae", in 1801, in other words; when two integers is divided, the result may contain the 

reminder, this reminder is called the residue, and if for example we have two integers a and b, 
and divide a by b, then if a is positive, the reminder is the result of module a by b, but if a is 
negative integer, then (b- reminder ) is the result of a module b, where b is called the 

modulus and must be positive integer, and a any integer [20]. 

Example2.1: 
11 mod 05=01 -11 mod 05=04 

13 mod 17=13 -13 mod 17=04 
Algorithm steps to find the inverse of matrix relative to modularvalue[57], [63]: 

1- Receive the key matrix ke and the modular value n, 

2- Find the determinant of the matrix and save in d. 

3- Find the adjoint of the matrix and save in j. 
4- Calculate the value oflfrom l = mod(d,n). 
5- Set the counter on zero y = 0, 

6- Calculate the value of c from c = (i-nx:r)_ 
l 

7- Increment the value of the counter by one, y = y +1, 

8- Check if the value of c is integer, then go to step 9, else go to step 6. 

9- Calculate the key_inv from key inv =jc 
10- Module the key_inv byn use the equation key,, =mod(key,, .n) -' J v inv> • 

11- Return key_inv 

C START ) 
J»A»NANA»AO ! 

Read n,k 

d=detke); 
j=adj(k); 
l==mod(d,n); 

y=O; 
c=(I-n*y)/l 

yes- Key_inu=jc 
Key_inv=rnod(key_inv,n) 

NO 

y=y+I 
c=(I-n 3y)Zl 

Return key_irv 

END 

FIGURE 2.5: FLOWCHART OF FINDING INVERSE OF MATRIX RELATIVE TO MODULAR VALUE 
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Example2.2: 

Find the inverse of A = [ J2 
125 

121 
65 
33 

44] 87 with respect to 126 
9 9 

d = det(k) = 835615 

[ 

3564 
j =adj(k) = 9687 

-7729 

-10527 
-5401 
15092 

7667] 
441 
-1387 

l = mod(835615,126) = 109 
y==0 

(1--nxy) (1-126X 0) 
C = ---- = ----- =-0.0092 

l 109 
Notice that c value is not integer, so increment the value of counter y by one and recalculate c 

value. 

y=y+1=I 
(1-nxy) (1-126X1) 

e= '-'-],]4(63 
l 109 

Also, the value of c is not integer, so we need to increment the value of counter y by one and 

recalculate c value, finally after 77 tries, the value of c will become eventually integer. 

y=y+ 1=77 
(1-nX y) (1-126 X 77) 

(" t-t't-W 
l 109 

[ 

3564 
key_inv = j X c = 9687 

-7729 

10527 
-5401 
15092 

7667] 
441 X-89 
-1387 

[

-317196 936903 -682363] 
key_inv = -862143 480689 -39249 

687881 -1343188 123443 

key_inv = mod(key,,,, 126) = [;~ 1
9
2
3
s !~] 

47 98 89 
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2.6 Hill Cipher 

Hill cipher, invented by Lester S. Hill in 1929, uses matrix multiplication for mixing the 

plaintext [27]. It works by displaying a group of letters as a vector and encryption is done by 

matrix multiplication [26]. 

Hill cipher satisfies properties that a good cryptosystems would have: 

-Diffusion: one change in plaintext character should affect as many characters as possible 

in cipher text. We know that Hill cipher convert any plain text characters to a number then inserts 

it in a matrix of column vector. If we take - be - as plaintext characters then it will be - 14 -, the 

matrix of column vector wi!l "J that any change in plaintext must affect cipher text 

characters [36], [37], [61]. 
-Confusion: The key should not relate to the cipher text, hill cipher use key matrix to 

encrypt the message and key inverse to decrypt it [38], [61]. 

Hill cipher example with Key Matrix 2 x 2 use math equation: The key matrix must be invertible 

with modular value 26 [61]. 

Given Plaintext: p\p2p3p4 pn-1pn Given Key Matrix: k =·(a
11 

a
12
) 

0-1 0,, 

Encryption: 

1. Form vectors as follows: 

(2.5) 

2. Multiply each vector by k to obtain a pair of cipher text letters: 
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(2.6) 

3. The cipher text message is: clc2 cn 

Decryption: 

1. Calculate k -J 

2. For each pair of cipher text find a plaintext by: 

(7)-[}-er C, P, 
(2.7) 

[ 
1 121 44] 

Example 2.3: Let n = 126 and the key matrix that use k = 12 65 87 and part of 
125 33 99 

plaintext » Bl- that the key is chosen so that the determinant is prime relative to 126, 

this happens since determinant of key is 835615 and gcd(835615,126)= 1, 
Using encryption equation: 
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-[ 125 
121 
65 
33 
33 y 87 X 17 mod 126 = 8926 mod 126 = 106 
99. .87 11799 81 

This vector is called the cipher text and is transferred across the network, from sender to the 

receiver, and after that, at decryption side K is found by applying row echelon form as 

follow[63]. 

-} % 37-0 
-15092-5401 -125 0 

[

1 121 44 1 o o] 
[g 7gr" gvv© 

[
1 121 44 1 00 01] 

=O O 1 63 : 12 125 
28 17 1 0 

[

1 o -7579 -1451 -15125 o] 
=0 
0
1 
0 

63 12 1250 
1 

mod 126 
1747 -335 -3500 

: 0 107 61 121 

3 1 63 : 12 125 
0 17 43 28 

" 
0 107 61 121 3]a re 1 63 12 125 
0 1513 3827 2492 89 
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-6 -10365 -9523] 
-6049 -5607 mod 126 

98 89 

7 

93 
125 
9 8 

53] 63 
89 

,s key at the decryption side to find the original plaintext as follow: 

the original vector that is sent from the sender. 

Hash Algorithms 

Definition, Descriptions and Applications 

gorithm changes messages or texts into a fixed string of digits usually for systems security 

egrity, confidentiality and availability. The one way means that it's hard to recover the original 

xt from the hash value string. A one-way hash function is used to create digital signatures 
hich in its turn identify and authenticate the sender and the message [55], [56]. 

An important element in many computer security services and applications is the use of 

cryptographic algorithms .The first type is symmetric encryption like DES algorithm, which is 

used in the widest variety of contexts, primarily to provide confidentiality, another type is a 

secure hash functions like SHA-512, MD5 that used in message authentication. The third type is 

public-key encryption like RSA. Asymmetric encryption and secure hash functions are combined 

to produce an extremely useful tool; Hash functions are used in cryptography with digital 

signatures and for ensuring data integrity when used with digital signatures, a publicly available 
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: 0 107 61 121 J 1 63 : 12 125 
0 1 47 98 

; 0 0 -4968 -6--10365 -9523] 
1 O:-2949 -6049 -5607 mod 126 
0 1 47 98 89 

: 0 0 72 93 3 1 0 : 75 125 63 
0 1 47 98 89 

Now use this key at the decryption side to find the original plaintext as follow: 

This is the original vector that is sent from the sender. 

2.7 Hash Algorithms 

- Definition, Descriptions and Applications 

Algorithm changes messages or texts into a fixed string of digits usually for systems security 

integrity, confidentiality and availability. The one way means that it's hard to recover the original 

text from the hash value string. A one-way hash function is used to create digital signatures 

which in its turn identify and authenticate the sender and the message [55], [56]. 

An important element in many computer security services and applications is the use of 

cryptographic algorithms .The first type is symmetric encryption like DES algorithm, which is 

used in the widest variety of contexts, primarily to provide confidentiality, another type is a 

secure hash functions like SHA-512, MOS that used in message authentication. The third type is 

public-key encryption like RSA. Asymmetric encryption and secure hash functions are combined 

to produce an extremely useful tool; Hash functions are used in cryptography with digital 

signatures and for ensuring data integrity when used with digital signatures, a publicly available 
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hash function hashes the message and signs the resulting hash value. The party who receives the 

message then hash the message and check if the block size is authentic for the given hash value 

[15], [4]. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates three ways in which the message can be authenticated." The message digest 

can be encrypted using conventional encryption (part a); if it is assumed that only the sender and 

receiver share the encryption key, then authenticity is assured. The message can also be 

encrypted using public-key encryption (part b ). The public-key approach has two advantages: it 

provides a digital signature as well as message authentication; and it does not require the 

distribution of keys to communicating parties. These two approaches have an advantage over 

approaches that encrypt the entire message in that less computation is required. Nevertheless, 

there has been interest in developing a technique that avoids encryption altogether. Part c shows 

a technique that uses a hash function but no encryption for message authentication. This 

technique assumes that two communicating parties, say A and B, share a common secret value 

Sy. When A has a message to send to B, it calculates the hash function over the concatenation of 
the secret value and the message: MD;y = H(S/\M). It then sends [M[\MDy] to B. Because B 
possesses S,, it can re-compute H(S,/\M) and verify MDy. Because the secret value itself is not 
sent, it is not possible for an attacker to modify an intercepted message. As long as the secret 

value remains secret, it is also not possible for an attacker to generate a false message" [15], and 

the part c is what we need to make in our algorithm as we will discuss in section 3.4. 
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--Destination B 

i ] 
::::. 

z 3 

K 
T 

Compare 

~ 
(a) Using conventional encryption 

i L-------• f 
::s ~ 

z Jo T 
Compare 

~ 
(b) Using public-key encryption 

to -p 
Compare 

(c) Using secret value 

FIGURE 2.6: MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION[15] 

One way hash function is an alternative to message authentication code (MAC) which accepts a 

variable size input and produces a fixed size message. Uunlike the MAC hash code, which does 

not require a key as input to authenticate the message but a message digest is sent with a message 

in authenticated way. the message digest can be encrypted by using symmetric key if only 

sender and receiver share the key in this way the authenticity is satisfied or using public key 

encryption that does not require the keys to be distributed to the parties [15]. 
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Properties for one way hash function: 

The following properties required to hash function to be useful [15], [4]: 

1. Applied to any size of data. 

2. H Produces a fixed-length output.(H is the hash function) as we can see in figure 2.7. 

3. H(X)= h Is relatively easy to compute for any given x. 

4. One-way property . 

Computationally infeasible to find x such that H(X)=h (his a hash value generated). 

5. Weak collision resistance. 

Computationally infeasible to find y # x such that H(y)= H(x) 

6. Strong collision resistance . 

Computationally infeasible to find any pair (x, y) such that H(y) = H(x) 

The first three properties are requirements for the practical application of a hash function to 

message authentication [15] 

Message or data block M 
(variable length) 

Hash value h 
fixed length) 

FIGURE 2.7: SECURE HASH FUNCTIONS[15]. 
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2.8 Comparison Between MD5, SHAT 
. MD5 

MDS is an enhanced version of md4. It's more complex, but its similar in design and produces a 

128-bit hash. 

- Description of MOS 
After some initials processing, MD5 processes the input text in 512-bit blocks. The output of the 

algorithm is a set of four 32-bit blocks, which focused to form a single 128-bit hash value [15]. 

- SHAT 
SHA-I (Secure Hash Algorithm) is one of the most commonly used algorithm from SHA series 

of the cryptographic hash functions, it is designed by USA the National Security Agency o and 

published as their government standard [ 4 7]. 
SHA-I produces the 160-bit hash value. Original SHA (or SHA-0) also produces 160-bit hash 
value, but SHA-O was withdrawn by the NSA shortly after publication and was substituted by the 

revised version commonly referred to as SHA-I. The rest functions of SHA series produce 224-, 

256-, 384- and 512-bit[47]. 
This Standard specifies the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), which is very important to ensure the 

security of the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). When a message of any length < 264 bits is 

input, the SHA produces a 160-bit output called a message digest. The same message digest 

should be obtained by the verifier of the signature when the received version of the message is 

used as an input to SHA. The SHA is called secure because it is designed to be computationally 

infeasible to recover a message correspondence to a given message digest, or to find two 

different messages which produce the same message digest. Any change to a message in 

transmission, with a very high probability, affect in a different message digest, and the signature 

will fail to verify[ 4 7]. 

2.9 Secure Hash Algorithm-512 

Hash Function and specifically the one-way-hash-function ~ is a function that accepts a 

variable-size message .M as an input, and produce a fixed-size output called hash code H(M), 
digest or check value [ 4 ], [ 46]. Hash code algorithm doesn't use key, but instead of that it 

produces the output by using only the input message. 
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2.8 Comparison Between MOS, SHA1 

. MD5 
MD5 is an enhanced version of md4. It's more complex, but its similar in design and produces a 

128-bit hash. 

- Description of MOS 
After some initials processing, MD5 processes the input text in 512-bit blocks. The output of the 
algorithm is a set of four 32-bit blocks, which focused to form a single 128-bit hash value [15]. 

- SHA1 
SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm) is one of the most commonly used algorithm from SHA series 

of the cryptographic hash functions, it is designed by USA the National Security Agency o and 

published as their government standard [47]. 
SHA-1 produces the 160-bit hash value. Original SHA (or SHA-0) also produces 160-bit hash 

value, but SHA-0 was withdrawn by the NSA shortly after publication and was substituted by the 

revised version commonly referred to as SHA-1. The rest functions of SHA series produce 224-, 

256-, 384- and 512-bit[47]. 
This Standard specifies the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), which is very important to ensure the 

security of the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). When a message of any length < 264 bits is 

input, the SHA produces a 160-bit output called a message digest. The same message digest 

should be obtained by the verifier of the signature when the received version of the message is 

used as an input to SHA. The SHA is called secure because it is designed to be computationally 

infeasible to recover a message correspondence to a given message digest, or to find two 

different messages which produce the same message digest. Any change to a message in 

transmission, with a very high probability, affect in a different message digest, and the signature 

will fail to verify[ 4 7]. 

2.9 Secure Hash Algorithm-512 

Hash Function and specifically the one-way-hash-function ~ is a function that accepts a 

variable-size message .M as an input, and produce a fixed-size output called hash code H(M), 

digest or check value [4], [46]. Hash code algorithm doesn't use key, but instead of' that it 

produces the output by using only the input message. 
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Generally a hash function H must have the following properties, or in other words requirements 

of hash function[4]: 
J. H can be applied to a block of data of any size. 

2. H produces a fixed-length output. 

3. H(M) is relatively easy to compute for any given message M, making both hardware 

and software implementations practical. 

4. For any given digest h, it is computationally infeasible to find M such that 

H(M) = h, this property that makes hash function a one-way function. 

5. For any given block M,, it is computationally infeasible to find another block M,, 

where (M, + M,), such that H(M,) = H(M,), this referred to be a weak collision 

resistance. 

6. It is computationally infeasible to find any pair of blocks (M4,M,) such that 

H(M,)= H(M,), this is referred to be strong collision resistance. 

From previous properties, it is concluded that hash function can't be used in encryption plaintext; 
since we need the inverse of hash function and decryption cipher text, this property that makes 

hash algorithm a one way function, this is clear from point four, but hash function can be used in 

many other application such as authentication[ 47]. 

SHA-512 was developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), SHA 
512 can be described briefly in two stages: first one is preprocessing and hash computation. 

Preprocessing involves padding a message, parsing the padded message into 1024- bit blocks, 
and setting initialization values to be used in the hash computation. The second stage generates a 

message schedule from the padded message and uses that schedule, along with functions, 

constants, and word operations to iteratively generate a series of hash values. The final hash 

value generated by the hash computation is used to determine the message digest, ~-5'.FZ takes 
any message M of any size less than 2128 bits, at preprocessing stage the input message M shall 

be padded before hash computation begins. The purpose of this padding is to ensure that the 

padded message is a multiple of 1024-bits (size of block), second step of preprocessing stage 

is parsing the message, the padded message replace unpadded message and save in M, the 
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padded message must be parsed into N x (128-bit) where N number of blocks, third step on 

preprocessing stage set initial hash value H(o) [63]. 

These words were obtained by taking the first sixty-four bits of the fractional parts of the square 

roots of the first eight prime numbers. 

SHA-512 uses sequence of eighty constant 64-bit words, these words represent the first sixty 

four bits of the fractional parts of the cube roots of the first eighty prime numbers. In hex. 

SHA-512 Processing computation stage, summarize in the following algorithm steps after first 

stage is completed. 

For i= 1 to N: 

{ 

1. Prepare the message schedule, {W.}: 

{ 

l,/0 
W.= t 
t (512} ( )+ ( ) I {512} ( ) o] W.4,+W,4+o, W4s, +(W-A) 16<t <79 

0<t< 15 
(2.8) 

2. Initialize the eight working variables, a,b,c,d,e, f,g,and h, with the (i- 1)° hash value: 
= H(i-1) 

0 

= g®-1» 
. 1 

= H(i-1) 
2 

= H(i-1) 
3 

=g®-±0 
4 

= g'-9 
5 

= H(i-1) 
6 

= y®-±) 
7 

3. For t = 0 to 79: 
{ 
r©12) 

T1 = h+ L1 (e) +ch(e,f,g) + x;512} +v11t 

rs12) 
T,= Lo (a) + Maj(a,b,c) 

h= g 

g=f 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 
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f=e 

e =T,+ d 

d=c 

c= b 

b= a 

} 

4. Compute the i" intermediate hash value H'®: 

H(O = ..l. H(i-1) o aT o 

HP= +u' 
H? =< +! 
HP =a +y 
HP =a + nu' 
H? = f + H' 5 5 

H(f) = ...!.. H(z-1) 
6 g I 6 

H? = + Hy 
} 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 

(2.17) 
(2.18) 

After repeating all iteration of outer loop for all blocks, the resulting 512-bit message digest of 

the message, M is 

(2.19) 

This simple view of the algorithm of Secure Hash Algorithm-512; and for further details please 

refer to one of references on this function list in the thesis references list, just because explaining 

one example would require large number of pages[4], [15], [47]. 
Figure 2.8 depicts the overall processing of a message to produce a hash value using SHA-512 

algorithm. "The processing consists of the following : 

Step 1: Append padding bits: so that message length is congruent to 896 modulo 1024 [length = 

896 (mod 1024)]. The padding consists of a single 1-bit followed by the necessary number of O 

bits. 
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a block of 128 bits being an unsigned 128-bit integer length of the 

adding). 
uffer: to the specified 64-bit integer values. 

message in 1024-bit (128-word) blocks, which forms 

odule labeled F in this figure, that consists of 80 rounds. 
' 

mal hash buffer value as the resulting hash"[15]. 

the core of the 

< N x 1024 bits 

Lbits ► +128 bits-►

Message [oo .so] L 

l . . . . 
4 . . . . 

j« 1024 bits 1024 bits w i41024 bits ! 
My Mo My 

1024 1024 1024 

+ = word-by-word ad di tion uod 2 

FIGURE 2.8: SHA-512 STRUCTURE[lS]. 

nples 2.4: The message is "Palestine" with MD5 hash algorithm 

e result: b6d6ae0b8516440b56dal4e3j2be5d95. 

amples 2.5: The message is "Palestine" with SHAJ hash algorithm 

e result: 46eb8b3d433841 e2eel df540236ee0063aea55 la. 

xamples 2.6: The message is "Palestine" with SHA512 hash algorithm 

he result: 
lecf229077dj9alec9216013c20f66bc389039dlb0d3fd42bb9b4d00dblbc8lcb45359c2ld70a031 
96c9b6j25eejb87 J 62b65 0b61 0aa31 d2dce 7 c65fjbfadf2d. 

Examples 2. 7 The result of this message using proposed algorithm that will be described in 
chapter three will be: 
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Step 2: Append length: as a block of 128 bits being an unsigned 128-bit integer length of the 

original message (before padding). 
Step 3: Initialize hash buffer: to the specified 64-bit integer values. 

Step 4: Process the message in 1024-bit (128-word) blocks, which forms the core of the 

algorithm, being a module, labeled F in this figure, that consists of 80 rounds. 

Step 5: Output the final hash buffer value as the resulting hash" [ 15]. 

.--------- NxJOUbits ----------- 
+---------Lbits,----------► +128 bits-►

Message [oo.a] 

I 
ia1024 bits we 1024 bits wj 

My M; 

. . . 
j«1024 bits ! 

My 

1024 1024 1024 

=word-by-word addition mod 2 

FIGURE 2.8: SHA-512 STRUCTURE[15]. 

Examples 2.4: The message is "Palestine" with MD5 hash algorithm 

The result: b6d6ae0b8516440b56dal4e3f2be5d95. 

Examples 2.5: The message is "Palestine" with SHAJ hash algorithm 

The result: 46eb8b3d43384 l e2eel df540236ee0063aea55 la. 

Examples 2.6: The message is "Palestine" with SHA5 l 2 hash algorithm 

The result: 
lecj229077dj9alec9216013c20f66bc389039dlb0d3fd42bb9b4d00dblbc8Jcb45359c2ld70a031 
96c9b6j25eejb87 l 62b650b6 J 0aa3 J d2dce 7 c65.ffbfadf2d. 

Examples 2. 7 The result of this message using proposed algorithm that will be described in 
chapter three will be: 
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3j705d93020bl4de334fj738a82bfecl when matrix R = [ /2 
125 

121 441 
65 87 . 
33 99 

The final hash value that created using the (MD5, SHAl, and SHA-512) vary in length 

according to each algorithm steps and compression function in creating digest. In next chapter 

we will propose our algorithm POH. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we propose a new model to generate a hash value. We provide a math model and 

a proof requirement to satisfy the one way hash algorithm properties. In addition to that, we 

describe some examples about the algorithm. 

3.2 Proposed Model 
The main point of one-way hash function is that encrypted text cannot be decrypted. From this 

point, we need to choose the non-invertible matrix to use it inside a practical one-way hash 

algorithm. First we take the non-invertible matrix, and multiply it by the plaintext as column 

vector with the modular value n to generate the hash value H . The sender of the message 

calculates the hash value or digest of the message by using the model. Then the message and the 

hash value are sent to the receiver who makes the same calculations by using the model to 

generate a message hash value. After that, the receiver compares between the message digest 

from the sender and the hash value that he calculates[ 61 ], [9], [30]. 

3.3 Mathematical Model 
Assume we have a plaintext message V represented as 1-dimentional matrix, a non-invertible 

key matrix R , and we have a modular value n as a secret value that is chosen between a sender 

and a receiver, then we can compute the hash value by using the following formula: 

H(V)=VxRmodn. Where: (3.1) 

H (V) = generated hash value. 
V =plaintext message as column vector. 

R = non-invertible key matrix.(should between sender and receiver) 

n = modular value. (should between sender and receiver) 

We use the R as a non-invertible matrix that cannot be reversed to generate hash value by using 

this formula: H()= [y [R]mod n 
It is trivial that the non-invertible matrix R cannot be reversed, if we calculate the determinant 

of this matrix d If d =[R] not relatively prime ton, R' will not exist and we cannot calculate 

the value of (H(V))' [61]. Hamamreh, H. and Farajallah, M. in their research paper Design of 

a robust cryptosystem algorithm for non-invertible matrices based on Hill cipher" have proved 
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that if the non-invertible matrix was used, the encrypted text will never be decrypted [57]. This is 

what we need to prove in our model to satisfy the one way property. 

3.4 Algorithm Steps: 
1. Convert the input text message into a 1-dimentional ASCII vector V . 

2. Choose non-invertible matrix R and modular value n 
The algorithm needs a non-invertible matrix R , and modular value n . This value is 

chosen randomly between sender and receiver as secret value. 
3. Make padding to a 1-dimentional ASCII vector V with non-invertible matrix R 

4. Make matrix multiplication to generate hash value H. 
5. Make concatenation between the result of step 4 and the value V using Salt algorithm 

6. Add digest to generated H on step 5 to make the final Hash value that cannot be 

reversed. 
It should be clear that if the key matrix R is invertible, then the security of our algorithm 

fails and the hash can be reversed. However we designed a new method to convert any 

invertible matrix into a non-invertible matrix as will be discussed in section 3.4.3. 

3.4.1 Make Padding : 

If the length of the message is more or less than the matrix size, we must make padding for the 

message as we see in the next algorithm in table 3 .1: 

TABLE 3.1: MODEL TO MAKE PADDING. 

While Mod (length of message And Matrix size) equal zero then 

Next step 

Else 

New digit= previous digit+65 
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3.4.2 Digest Creation: 
The result of step 5 is being an input to the last step to make digest. In this research we use the 

RFC standard [58] to create the message digest after we implement this model by using matlab 

and combine it with our algorithm. 
The following five steps are performed to compute the digest of the message. 

Step 1. Append Padding Bits. 
The message is padded to ensure that its length in bits plus 64 is divisible by 512. 

Step 2. Append Length. 
A 64-bit binary representation of the original length of the message is concatenated to the result 

of step (1 ).(Least significant byte first). 

Step 3. Initialize Buffer. 
a four-word buffer (ABCD) used to compute the message digest. 

Step 4. Process Message in 16-Word Blocks. 

This is the core of the algorithm which includes four "rounds" of processing. By using 

XOR, AND, OR and NOT operations respectively in each round . 

Step 5. Output. 
we first define four auxiliary functions that each take as input three 32-bit words and produce 

as output one 32-bit word. 

F(X,Y,Z) = XY v not(X) Z 
G(X,Y,Z) = XZ v Y not(Z) 
H(X,Y,Z) = X xor Y xor Z 
I(X,Y,Z) = Y xor (Xv not(Z)) 

In each bit position F acts as a conditional: if X then Y else Z. The function F could have been 

defined using + instead of v since XY and not(X)Z will never have l's in the same bit position.) 

It is interesting to note that if the bits of X, Y, and Z are independent and unbiased, the each bit 

of F(X,Y,Z) will be independent and unbiased. The functions G, H, and I are similar to the 

function F, in that they act in "bitwise parallel" to produce their output from the bits of X, Y, and 

Z, in such a manner that if the corresponding bits ofX, Y, and Z are independent and unbiased, 

then each bit of G(X,Y,Z), HX,Y,Z), and I(X,Y,Z) will be independent and unbiased. Note that 

the function His the bit-wise "xor" or "parity" function of its inputs[58]. 
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3.4.3 Model To Convert Invertible Matrix To Non- Invertible Matrix 

The POH algorithm needs a non-invertible matrix R . One of our contributions in this research is 

design an algorithm that check if R invertible or not prime relative to modular value n , if R is 

invertible then the algorithm convert it to non -invertible (relatively not prime to modular value 

n. For example if determinant R =4 and n =12, in this case the matrix R is non-invertible; 

since it's not prime relative to modular value n ). 

The algorithm increases the value of diagonal until bound =n (square of modular value n) as 

we can see in table3.2 . 

TABLE 3.2: MODEL TO CONVERT INVERTIBLE MATRIX TO NON- INVERTIBLE MATRIX. 

C_Matrix = Convert_To_Noninvertible( Invertible Matrix R ,Modular value n) 

Begin{ 
Diagonal= Extracted_Diag(Invertible Matrix R) { 
II This will store the diagonal of invertible matrix in Diagonal 

Array. 
Matrix_Diag= Diagonal 
} 
I=l 
while((gcd(mod(det(R),n) ,n)==l) &&(I>=O)) 

{ 

Diagonal(I,I)= Diagonal(I,I)+l 
If Diagonal(I,I)= n * n 

Diagonal(I,I)= Matrix_Diag(i) 

I=I-1 

End 
Return 

As we see in equation (3 .2), if the matrix R is inventible relative to n, the algorithm will 

convert it to non-invertible by using the algorithm "convert To Non- 

invertible ( R, n) " that receives R d · an converts 1t to non-invertible by increasing the 

value of the diagonal until another great common divisor rather 1 is found by using loop 

on this formula (gcd (mod (det (R), n), n) ==l) ,with bound function n. 
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R = 

R(0,0) 

R(L-1,0) 

RG,i) 

·························· 

R(0,L-1) 

R(I-1,1-1) 

whereR(i,i) <n,i > O,gcd(mod(det(R),n) <> 1 

R(i, i) = R(i, i) + 1, where .. gcd(mod(det(R),n), n) == 1 

RESET R(i, i) , where. R(i, i) = n 
2 

Theorem: let A,, be an mxm matrix and n be a natural number . 
Suppose that all the cofactors of the matrix c11,c22,c33, ,cmm 

Are not congruent to O mod n. 
If DetA = lmodn, then DetA• $. lmodnwhere A• is 

(3.2) 

a; =a, except . 
4,, = a//1111 +1 

A= 

Proof: 
day h, h55 h4, 

057 042 055 0g, 

DetA = amlcml + am2cm2 + ·················································· + ammcmm 

a,, h, h5 h,, 
., 055 055 05, 

(3.3) 

4,, +1 

DeuA • • e =4,7€,,, + am2cm2 +··················································+(a + l)c • mm mm 

DeA' · · e =amlCm1+am2Cm2+ +a c' +c mm mm mm 

But it is clear that c, = cm Vi= 1, ,m 
And so 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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DeuA' = Deta+c,, 
(Det±' )mod n = (DetA+c,)mod n 

(3.6) 

= DetAmodn+c,mod n 
=1+c, mod n 
±lmodn since c, = 0 

(3.7) 

3.4.4 Salt Algorithm 

A Salt consists of a combination of data, creating one of the inputs to a one-way hash function. 

In a typical usage for password authentication, the salt is stored along with the output of the one 

way hash function, sometimes along with the number of iterations to be used in generating the 

output Salt is closely related to the concept of nonce[ 15]. The benefit provided by using a salted 

password is preventing a lookup table that helped the dictionary attack against the stored values. 

In this research we designed an algorithm to make Salt value, and combined this algorithm with 

the POH algorithm to make it more secure against dictionary attack by making concatenation 

between the initial value V with the initial hash value. 

START 

Input(O) 
Input(N) 
D=N 

YES 

O=O 10 
N=fix (N/1 O) 

NO O=O+D 

Return 0 

END 

FIGURE 3.1: SALT ALGORITHM 
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In figure 3.1 we use the variable Oto express one digit of the message V and the variable N to 

express one digit of initial hash value H. For example if the value of 0=12 and the value of 

N=l7, D=l7.Infirstroundofthealgorithm N<>0 then 0=120. Insecondroundtheresult 

of fix(N/10)=1, N <>0, O will be 1200. In third round fix(N/10)=0, N =0. The result of 

O=O+D which is 1200+17=1217. The algorithm applied to all values of message V and initial 

hash H . This algorithm make the probability to get the matrix or message very hard for 

cryptanalysis. 

3.5 Proof of Practical One Way properties For Hash Algorithm Requirements: 

Any successful hash algorithm must satisfy some properties. In this section we provide a proof 
that our algorithm satisfies the one way hash algorithm requirements to generate a practical one 

way hash algorithm. 

3.5.1 Applied To Any Size Of Data 
For any input data V, let the square matrix has x dimension, then the system can convert the 

input data into vector( s) of x length. If the number of integers consists the input vector less than 

x, the system will make padding into vector v to make the new model applying to any size of 

data; but if the number of integers consists the input vector V more than x, the new model will 
make more than one round in order to apply to any size of data. 

3.5.2 H Produces a Fixed-Length Output 
The new model will be able to process an arbitrary-length message into a fixed-length output; 

this can be achieved by dividing up the input vector into a series of equal-sized (x) vector(s) 

from previous point, and operating on them in sequence. 

3.5.3 H Is Relatively Easy to Compute For Any Given x 

This property is easy to be found in any mathematical model if and only if the input is known, 

and that makes the output easy to be calculated, and the new model has all needed input 

parameters to calculate the output. 
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3.5.4 One-Way Property 
The new model based on the following mathematical equation . H(V)=V x R mod n, where V 

is the input vector at any round, R is the non-invertible matrix, and n is the modular value of the 

system, if any user has H (v), R and n, he can only formulate the following model 

V = H(v)xR-1 modn. But since R is not invertible matrix, he can't solve this equation, so the 

proposed model is one way function. 

3.6 POH Block Diagram 
Figure 3.2 describes the block diagram of a practical one way hash algorithm . firstly, the 

algorithm reads the matrix R , modular value n , and the message V that we need to hash. 

Secondly, the algorithm converts the message to ASCII. Thirdly, the algorithm makes padding to 

make the size of the matrix and the message compatible. Fourthly, the algorithm checks whether 

the matrix is invertible or non- invertible. If the matrix is invertible, convert it to non- invertible. 

Fifthly, the algorithm computes the hash value by using matrix multiplications, and adds salt 

value and digest to the result of the last step to generate the final hash value. 

START > I 

/ 
I 

Input(;• \/,r>) / 

Convert_ T o_ASC:: 11 o [ • Ccorpat,\V) 

I 

-"» 

T 
Corvert to ror 

lnvortlblo 

I H('V)=~~V rnod ,. , 

[o-=sio. o ] 
I 

I 
... 

. H=Dlgost(#-#('V}) 

,e.___/ __ =ut---,--f "_•<'"'>~/ 
- ( e_N_o ) 

FIGURE 3.2: POH BLOCK DIAGRAM. 
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Example3.1: we provide an example on the new algorithm step by step: 

If the message V that we want to hash is: 11 Palestine is our land from sea to river 
II 

and the 

l 1 121 441 
matrix R = 12 65 87 with respect to n=12 

125 33 99 

1. After calling compa t (1,v): the function receives the matrix size and V as string, then 

converts it to ASCII and makes padding to message to be compatible with size of matrix 

R then builds V as column vector . The result will be : 
' 

Columns 1 through 14 

80 97 108 101 115 116 105 110 101 32 105 115 32 111 

Columns 15 through 28 
117 114 32 108 97 110 JOO 32 102 114 111 109 32 115 

Columns 29 through 39 

JOI 97 32 116 111 32 114 105 118 JOI 114 

2. Check weather matrix is non-invertible relative to n Or not : if the matrix V is inventible 

relative to n, the algorithm must convert it to non-invertible by using the conversion 

algorithm "convert To Non-invertible(R,n)" that receives R and converts it non 

invertible by increasing the value of diagonal until another great common divisor rather 1 

is found by using loop on this formula ( (gcd (mod (det (R),n) ,n) ==l), with bound 

function n which is the square of modular value n. 

3. The value of R will be 

; 125 121 
65 
33 

44] 87 which is non- invertible relative to n 
100 

4 . We can check that R non-invertible by calling INV_ key (k,n) : 

We can't find inverse value of R relative to n. 

5. Then make matrix multiplication to generate hash value H. 

6. Make concatenation between the result of step 5 with the value of V (Salt value). 

7. Add digest to the generated H on step 6 to make the final Hash value that cannot be 

reversed. 

8. The generated hash value= 4bfea7d02c738397040437f390cal92b. 
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Example 3.2: it is the same as example I ,but it makes the matrix R 2X2 
If the message V that we want to hash it is: 11 Palestine is our land from sea to river 

II 

and the 

matrix R = [ :2 ~2/ ] with respectto n=12 

• Thefinal hash value is:bdcee6f9b0aj905d23870b03197e1885 

Example3.3: same as example 2 with n=126 
If the message V that we want to hash is: 11 Palestine is our land from sea to river 

II 

and the 

[ 
1 121 

matrix R = 12 65 ] with respect to n=126 

• The final hash value is: 2c92dd33b82395af66adb5e76bfd6535 

Example3.4: it is the same as example 3 with a change in one character of message P in 

Palestine to be F 
If the message V that we want to hash is: 11 Falestine is our land from sea to river 

II 
and the 

[ 
1 121 

matrix R= 12 65 ] with respect to n=126 

• The final hash value is: 913el582a196595lf00953c7e126d0dd 

Example3.5: it is the same as example 4 with n=9 

If the message V that we want to hash is: 11 Falestine is our land from sea to river 
II 
and the 

matrix R = [ 1
1
2 ~

2
s
1 

] with respect to n=9 

• The final hash value is: 298357505366ce3a570dlb2ab07db96e 

Example3.6: If the message V that we want to hash is: 11 Palestine polytechnic university II and 

[ 
1 121 44] 

the matrix R = 12 65 87 
125 33 99 

with respect to n=109 
• The final hash value is: 5e33420ff07247b844b0725580d9e16d 

Example3. 7: it is the same as example 6 with n=99 
If the message V that we want to hash it is: 11 Palestine polytechnic university II and the matrix 

9 6 4 12 1 
100 12 20 19 16 

R= 11 12 9 6 9 
1 100 10 12 91 
4 6 7 s 2 
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with respect to n=100 
• The final hash value is: 332ad5860ale2307207b86d07f8e92ca 

Example3.8: it is the same as example 7 with n=26 
is: " Palestine polytechnic university" and the matrix If the message V that we want to hash 

9 6 4 12 1 

100 12 20 19 16 

R= 11 12 9 6 9 

1 100 10 12 91 

4 6 7 8 2 

with respect to n=26 
• The final hash value is: 8f09150bf9e483eca9b52551elf4dac3 

3.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the practical one way hash algorithm which is the main contribution of our 

research with all algorithm steps is proposed and discussed. The mathematical model of POH 

algorithm is provided, a new model to convert invertible matrix to non-invertible matrix is 

provided which is a second contribution in our work, with a proof to all requirement needed to 

satisfy the properties of one way hash algorithm. The third contribution is Salt algorithm which 

used to solve the dictionary attack problem is described in next chapter. A list of examples are 

provided in the last section of this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

4.1 Simulation and Results Analysis: 

In this chapter, the time per second of POH, MD5, SHAland SHA-512 is measured for a 

different data size by using the-Matlab simulation tool installed on dell inspiron with (I Core 5) 

central processing unit. The security level and the solution of dictionary attack will be discussed, 

and then the strength of our algorithm against brute force attack and collision is described. 

Comparison Based on Matrix Size 1x1 
Using different data size, we measure the time per second for MD5, SHA1, SHA512, and our 

algorithm POH on matrix size lxl. The matrix is R = [12], with modular value= 128. 

TABLE 4.1: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB, 10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE lXl. 

Matrix Size lxl 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MDS 

~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 3.631 3.312 
~ .... ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 11.679 11.121 
Un 
r::r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 221.829 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 1194.138 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

3 
C: 
0 
O 
Co 
/ ,_ 
do ca 
do 
E ;:: 

4 10 256 

Data Size 

1024 

-<>=-SHAl 

=I= POH 

·th--MD5 

SHA512 

FIGURE 4.1: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE lXl. 
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.., we see in figure 4.1, the performance of md5 and POH is almost the same for matrix size 1 x 1, 

d both MD5 and POH are faster than SHAl and SHA512. MD5 and POH has four round in 

gest creation but SHAl and SHA-512 has 80 round. 

. Comparison Based on Matrix Size 2x2 
Using different data size, we measure the time per second for MDS, SHA1, SHA-512, and our 

lgorithm POH on matrix size 2x2. The matrix is R = [
12 10

] with modular value=128. 
2 12 

TABLE 4.2: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 2x2. 

Matrix Size 2x2 

Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 4.321 3.312 
Ao .... 
p) 10KB 38.563 65.012 12.839 11.121 
D ~:r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 277.1293 214.441 D 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 1314. 714 1188.127 

Time VS data size 
7000 
6000 

-0 5 5000 
O 

4000 +-I 5 4 ±/L} 

'Eh4 
4 10 256 1024 

«e op 
-¢-SHA1 

=== POH 
±e- MD5 
= SHA512 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.2: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WIT MATRIX SIZE 2x2. 

On matrix size 2x2 POH algorithm still very close to MD5 in time per second for a different data 

size, and they are faster than SHAl and SHA-512, because of the number of round that SHAl 

and SHA-512 uses. 
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_ Comparison based on matrix size 3x3 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MDS, SHA1, SHA512 and our 
algorithm POH on matrix size 3x3. The matrix is: 

R = [:! ~: ~~], with modular value= 128. 
24 26 28 

TABLE 4.3: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 3x3. 

Matrix Size 3x3 
Hash algorithm 

~ SHAl SHAS12 POH MOS 
p) .... 

4KB 12.964 p) 27.989 4.477 3.312 
Un 
!::S- 10KB 38.563 65.012 13.135 11.121 
D 

256KB 831.452 1601.632 282.412 214.441 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 1345.024 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

6000 - , -- · ·-······-l.- -··-· - - : . , 1 -__; 

ffff±/U j 
l---/ --···+-·· --···' 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

== SHA] 

-c::J-POH 

·+ MD5 
e= SHA512 

FIGURE 4.3: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WIT MATRIX SIZE 3X3. 

On matrix size 3x3, POH algorithm still very close to MDS in time per second on different data 

size and they are faster than SHAl and SHA-512. 
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_ Comparison Based on Matrix Size 4x4 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHAl, SHA-512, and our 

algorithm POH on matrix size 4x4. The matrix is 

30 32 34 36 
38 40 42 44 

R = , with modular value=128. 
46 48 50 52 
54 56 58 60 

TABLE 4.4: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,l0,256,1024 WITH MATRlX SIZE 4x4. 

Matrix Size 4x4 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MDS 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 5.063 3.312 
~ ..... ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 19.212 11.121 
U s 256KB 831.452 1601.632 312.101 214.441 D 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 1967.309 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

~ 5000 
0 
O 
QJ 
/ ... 
QJ 
2 
QJ 

E 
i= 

4000 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

= SHAT 

=== POH 

·- MD5 
i= SHA512 

FIGURE 4.4: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 4x4. 

On matrix size 4x4, the POH algorithm is slower than MD and still faster than SHAl and 

SHA512. 
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• _ Comparison Based on Matrix Size 5x5 

Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHA1, SHA-512, and our 
algorithm POH on matrix size 5x5. The matrix is 

50 52 54 56 58 
60 62 64 66 68 

R= 70 72 74 76 78 , with modular value =128. 
80 82 84 86 88 
90 92 94 96 98 

TABLE 4.5: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 5X5. 

Matrix Size 5x5 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 5.616 3.312 
~ 
got» ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 23.476 11.121 
n 
t::r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 415.001 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 2403.942 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

J r 
0 u 
do .,, 
S» 
d co 
Co 

E 
= 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

» SHAT 

-0-POH 

re- MD5 

=== SHA512 

FIGURE 4.5: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 5X5. 

On matrix size 5x5, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than MD5, because the size 

of matrix increases. 
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. Comparison Based on Matrix Size 6x6 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MDS SHAl SHA-512 and our ' ' ' 
algorithm POH on matrix size 6x6. 

100 102 104 106 108 110 
112 114 116 118 120 122 
124 126 128 130 132 134 

The matrix is R = 136 138 140 142 
, with modular value=l28. 

144 146 
148 150 152 154 156 158 
160 162 164 166 168 170 

TABLE 4.6 : TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 6X6. 

Matrix Size 6x6 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 6.0423 3.312 
~ ~ ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 27.162 11.121 
n ~:r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 509.397 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 2781.389 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

"'Cl c 
0 
O 
Q 
"' » 
Qo 
Q. 
do 
E 
i= 

== SHAT 

- POH 
·it--MD5 

== $4A512 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.6: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 6X6 

On the matrix size 6x6, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than MD5, and smaller 

than SHA1, SHA-512. 
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. Comparison Based on Matrix Size 7x7 

Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHAl, SHA-512, and our 

algorithm POH on matrix size 7x7. 

166 168 170 172 174 176 178 
180 182 184 186 188 190 192 
194 196 198 200 202 204 206 

The matrix is R = 208 210 212 214 216 218 220 , with modular value= 128. 

222 224 226 228 230 232 234 
236 238 240 242 244 260 262 
264 265 267 269 271 273 275 

TABLE 4.7: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB, 10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE TX7. 

Matrix Size 7x7 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 7.223 3.312 
~ got ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 31.047 11.121 
n ~:r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 614.019 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 3179.213 1188.127 

Time VS data size 
7000 T.~··; ·•······~ ····-·-·-,··----1 coo {fl ±f= p==E 

TS {cc.ad--+ "} 

$% o[±[_fj + -» 

iE'7 7 A %\[¢ 4+ 

== SHA] 

== POH 
"r- MD5 

e= SHA512 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.7: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 7X7 

On the matrix size 7x7, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than MD5, and smaller 

than SHA1, SHA-512. 
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. Comparison Based on Matrix Size 8x8 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHAl, SHA-512, and our 

algorithm POH on matrix size 8x8. The matrix is 

1 00 110 120 200 210 220 300 310 
320 400 410 420 500 510 520 120 
99 98 90 123 405 150 200 305 
9 1 100 1000 1010 1100 12 600 700 , with modular value=l28. 

R= 710 770 900 910 920 930 940 950 
960 970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 
1040 1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 1100 1110 
1120 1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 1180 1190 

TABLE 4.8: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 8X8. 

Matrix Size 8x8 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MDS 

~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 8.918 3.312 
~ ~ ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 34. 701 11.121 
n 
1:r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 706.017 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 3553.382 1188.127 

Time VS data size 
7000 
6000 

••-••n•;•- M .. _ -••-H .. ,•-•-•-••-••••••••••• 0 -••-HHm•••--- • •-- ::-:, ..... ,_, -·'. ---- .. -- ---·-·: ---- 

=== SHA'l 

-=> POH 
®:n+ MD5 

e= SHA512 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.8: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 8X8. 

On the matrix size 8x8, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than MD5, and smaller 

than SHA1, SHA-512. 
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. Comparison Based on Matrix Size 9x9 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHAl, SHA512, and our 

algorithm POH on matrix size 9x9. 

TABLE 4.9: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 9X9. 

Matrix Size 9x9 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 10.183 3.312 
s::,,') ..... 
s::,,') 10KB 38.563 65.012 37.981 11.121 n t:r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 813.748 214.441 ® 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 3889.254 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

J c 
0 
O 
<11 
/ ... 
do 
2 
<11 
E 
= 

7000 = 
6000, T 

L 

1000+ ±==f=== 
0 I 

«p= SHAT 

== POH 
®-- MD5 

--,4-SHA512 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.9: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 9X9. 

On the matrix size 9x9, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than MD5, and very close 

to SHAl; because the size of matrix is increase, and POH is smaller than SHA-512. 
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. Comparison Based on Matrix Size 1 0x1 o. 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHAl, SHA-512, and our 

algorithm POH on matrix size lOxlO. 

TABLE 4.10: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 10X10. 

Matrix Size lOxlO 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 11.989 3.312 ~ 
got» ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 38.697 11.121 
D 
i::r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 922.319 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 3962.573 1188.127 

Time VS data size 

- SHA] 

=I=> POH 

·®- MD 5 

=== SHA512 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.10: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE lOXlO 

On the matrix size lOxlO, the time per second for our POH algorithm is the same as SHAl, and 

smaller than SHA-512. 
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_ Comparison Based on Matrix Size 11x11. 
Using different data size we measure the time per second for MD5, SHAl, SHA-512, and our 

algorithm PO H on matrix size 11 x 11. 

TABLE 4.11: TIME PER SECOND USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 11X11. 

Matrix Size llxll 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
U 4KB 12.964 27.989 13.989 3.312 ~ ..... ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 45.697 11.121 
U -· 'N 256KB 831.452 1601.632 998.319 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 4213.643 1188.127 

Time VS data size 
7000 

6000 
J g 5000 I . 
O 
do 
/o 
» 
do a. 
do 
E 
j:: 

··-···r·--·.i··-·•-: 
•••••rn--•'.n••••-•·-•-•••~ .. •-:-•- 

- r-· --· -- l-- : ... _ .. 1 ~ >- - · r-· - 

-C-SHAl 

== POH 
®th-- MD 5 

=== SHA512 

4 10 256 1024 

Data Size 

FIGURE 4.11: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE llXl 1 

On matrix size 1 lxl l, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than SHAl. 
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Comparison Based on Matrix Size 12x12. 

Using different data size we measure the time per second for MDS, SHA1, SHA-512, and our 
algorithm POH on matrix size 12xl2. 

TABLE 4.12: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 12x12. 

Matrix Size 12xl2 
Hash algorithm 

SHAl SHA512 POH MD5 
~ 4KB 12.964 27.989 16.989 3.312 ~ got ~ 10KB 38.563 65.012 50.697 11.121 n ~:r 256KB 831.452 1601.632 1124.319 214.441 ~ 

1024KB 3948.851 6328.912 4450.101 1188.127 

7000=7 Time VS data size, ± 
F T I sf 

SHAl 

/1IE -Po+ 

4 16 Data Size 256 1024 

FIGURE 4.12: COMPARISON USING 4KB,10,256,1024 WITH MATRIX SIZE 12Xl2. 

On matrix size 12xl2, the time per second of POH algorithm is larger than SHAl and less than 

SHA-512. 
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4500 
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d) 2000} fl4ff, 
E 1500+ /l]][_f 
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s ']X] 
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e (]X, 
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«» 6x 6 

«res ] g] 

=n» 88 
-=-9x9 
as» ']9xO 

4 10 256 1024 

data size 

FIGURE 4.13: Time per second of POH in different matrix size and different data size. 

4.2 RESULTS: 
1. From the previous simulation, the MD5 and POH algorithm are so close in time per 

second on different data size based on matrix size lxl to 4x4, The MD5 and POH are 

30% faster than SHAl. 
2. The POH algorithm is more secure than MDS when the matrix size increases because the 

ability to brute force the matrix become very hard and very complex. 

3. The time per second of POH increases on matrix size 5x5 to become larger than MD5. 

4. On matrix size lOxlO, The time per second of POH increases to become the same as 

SHAl, which make the algorithm stronger for security attacks like brute force attack 

every time the matrix size increase. 
5. The time of POH increases when matrix size increase in different data size but the main 

factor that increase the time is the last step of the algorithm when the digest of message is 

created. 
6. The time of SHA l increases when the size of the data increase because of 80 round 

used in the algorithm. A sequence of logical functions f(O), f( 1 ), ... , f(79) are used. Each 

f(t), O <= t <= 79, operates on three 32-bit words B, C, D and produces a 32-bit word as 

an output. f(t;B,C,D) is defined as follows: for words B, C, D, 

f(t;B,C,D) (B AND C) OR ( (NOT B) AND D) 0 <= t <= 19) 

f(t;B,C,D) B XOR C XOR D 
(20 <= t <= 39) 

f(t;B,C,D) (B AND C) OR (B AND D) OR (C AND D) (40 <= t <= 59) 

f(t;B,C,D) B XOR C XOR D 
(60 <= t <= 79). 
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7 The time of SHA-512 increases in diffe d · • • · · • llferent lata size. The input is processed in 1024-bit 

blocks. The processing consists of the following steps: 
Step 1: Append padding bits: so th t I · to ' • a message ength is congruent to 896 modulo 1024 

[length = 896 (mod 1024)]. The padding consists of a single 1-bit followed by the 
necessary number of 0-bits. 
Step 2: Append length: as a block of 128 bits being an unsigned 128-bit integer length of 
the original message (before padding). 

Step 3: Initialize hash buffer: to the specified 64-bit integer values. 
Step 4: Process the message in 1024-bit (128-word) blocks, which forms the heart of the 

algorithm, ,that consists of 80 rounds. 
Step 5: Output the final hash buffer value as the resulting hash[ 15]. 
The SHA-512 algorithm has the property that every bit of the hash code is a function of 
every bit of the input. The complex repetition of the basic function F produces results that 

are well mixed, it is unlikely that two messages chosen at random, even if they show 

similar regularities, will have the same hash code, unless there is some hidden weakness. 

The difficulty of coming up with two messages having the same message digest is on the 

order of 2°° operations, while the difficulty of finding a message with a given digest is 

on the order of 2° operations[15]. 

4.3 Security of POH Against Brute Force Attack: 
The proposed model generates a 128-bit hash value, by using matrix multiplication in the first 

step to create an initial hash, and then add digest to generate the final hash value. This algorithm 

is strongly secure against brute force attack because it has a fixed 128-bit string as an output. If 

the modular value =128 and matrix size nn the attacker needs 2C
7
>n•n to calculate the origin of 

' 
the matrix as we can see in Table 4.13. 

Matrix size 

~ lxl 2x2 3x3 4x4 

~ o» o»' o»° 3» 

TABLE 4.13: SECURITY OF POH 

7 
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If we use (n = 128), and matrix size (s =6) h - , t en the security level is very large. A huge 
umber of tries needed. The number of tri ·57.23 n es 1s . 70e+075, table 4.14 summarizes security level 

,f POW against brute force attack in different modular val 1d trix ue an ma' .x size. 

TABLE 4.14 : NUMBER OF TRIES NEEDED BY THE HACKER TO CRYPTANALYSIS THE MATRIX. 

Modular Value of The System 
26 34 35 71 128 

2x2 456976 1336336 1500625 25411681 268435456 

3x3 5.4295e+012 6.0717e+013 7.8816e+013 2.7799e+015 9.2234e +018 

4x4 4.3609e+022 3.1891e+024 5.0709e+024 2.8579e+027 5.1923e+033 

5x5 2.3677e+035 l .9363e+038 3.9967e+038 7.9448e+042 4. 7890e+052 
c 6x6 8.6904e+050 l.3591e+055 3.8588e+055 5.9720e+061 7.2370e+075 
tN 

5 7x7 2.1562e+069 l.1027e+075 4.5639e+075 l.2138e+084 l.7918e+103 
~ 5 8x8 3.6165e+090 l .0343e+098 6.6123e+098 6.6714e+109 7.2684e+134 
cad 

~ 9x9 4.1005e+114 l.1215e+124 l .1736e+ 125 9.9145e+138 4.8307e+ 170 

number of tries required to brute force the MD5=3.6207e+40. 

number of tries required to brute force the SHAJ=l.4133e+55. 

number of tries required to brute force the $HA-512=9.8727e +172. 

From this comparison the number of tries to brute force the MOS its close to the proposed model 

in number of tries when matrix size =5x5 with modular value=71, and close to SHAl 

when matrix size=6x6 with modular value=128, and close to SHA-512 when matrix 

size=9x9 with modular value=128. 

Ifwe take the matrix size 2x2 on modular value=26 the number of tries= 456976. If each try 

need 6.210 ° sec, then the attackers theoretically need 4569766.210° = 2.83 sec. 
We design an algorithm to brute force the matrix of size 2x2 with modular value=26 using 

Matlab. The time the attackers practically need = 2.745 sec . The difference between the 

theoretical value and practical value is very small. 

If we take the matrix size 2x2 on modular value=71 the number of tries = 25411681. If each try 

need 6.210 °sec, then the attackers theoretically need 25411681 6.210 =157.468sec. 

n 
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To brute force the matrix of size 2x2 ·ith dula . 5 wit modular value=71. The time the attackers practically 
need =153.5362sec. The difference betw th th • een e ieoretical value and practical value is very 

small. 
The previous calculation with respect to maximu 1 f 1 · th · m va ue o any e ement in e matnx = 

modular value n, this tries will be very big if we use the maximum value of any element in the 

matrix =n (the square of modular value). 

4.4 Security of POH Against Dictionary Attack: 
In this research, we use a salt value added to input message. The benefit provided by using a 

salted password is that a dictionary attack against the stored values becomes impractical if the 

salt is large enough, an attacker would not be able to create a pre computed lookup table (a 

rainbow table) of hashed values (password+ salt); because it would take too much space. 

4.5 Security of POH Against Collisions: 
hash algorithms must have the following properties: 

• Preimage resistance 

Given a hash h it should be hard to find any message m such that h = hash(m). This concept is 
related to one-way function. Any functions that lack this property are vulnerable to preimage 

attacks [4]. POH satisfy this property. We can prove that the non-invertible matrix R cannot be 

reversed, if we Calculate the determinant of this matrix d . If d =[R] not relatively prime to n, 

R' will not exist and we cannot calculate the value of (H(V))' [61]. 

• Collision resistance 

It should be hard to find two different messages ml and m2 such that hash(ml) = hash(m2) 
[4]. If it happens it is called a cryptographic hash collision. This property is sometimes called a 

strong collision resistance[ 4]. After applying Hamming distance algorithm as we see in figure 

4.15 between two string into 50 samples of hash value for MD5, SHAl and POH, the result of 

hamming distance on average : 

MD5=81,SHA1=91,POH=94. 
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Chapter 4: Simulation and Results Analysis -- 
Hamming distance VS Data Size 
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FIGURE 4.14: HAMMING DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO HASH VALUE STRING IN DIFFERENT DAT A 
SIZE FOR MDS, POH, SHA. 

From this result we can say that the POH has a low similarity of the final hash value . This is a 
strong indication to collision resistance as we see in fig 4.14. 

( START ) 

L, 

L/ R_e_c•-·v;.;--r~-Sl_.S_2_1 __ ~/ 

S1=s1-'0'+48 
S2=S2-'0' +48 

Decima!To inary(S1) 
Decimal ToBinary (S2) 

X=bitXor(Int S1,1nt S2) 

.----•~ r 
YES - 

Return N 

N=N+X mod 10 
X=fix(X/10) 

I 
END 

FIGURE 4.15: HAMMING DISTANCE ALGORITHM. 
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Chapter 4: Simulation and Results Analysis - 
4.6 Summary 
In this chapter we make a comparison between our algorithm with MD5, SHAl, SHA-512 by 

using two factor which is data size, matrix size to compare the time per second. MD5 and POH 
algorithm are very close in time per second on different data size based on matrix size 1 x 1 to 

4x4, The MD5 and POH is 30% faster than SHA1. 
On matrix size lOxlO time per second for POH increases to become same as SHAl. The time of 

POH increases when matrix size increase in different data size but the main factor that increase 

the time is the last step of the algorithm when the digest of message is created. In this chapter we 

provide a strong indication to prove that our algorithm is resistant to collision by using hamming 

distance algorithm. 
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Chapter S:Conclusions And Future Work - 
Chapter 5 

5.1 Conclusions 
cryptography is considered as one of th t h • e top 1ot research topics, so does exactly the security of 
encryption algorithm, it is well known, that there is a tradeoffbetween the quality and the time of 

encryption algorithm. 
❖ In this research, we introduced a new method to convert the invertible matrix to non- 

invertible matrix . 

❖ We proposed a new one way hash algorithm based on matrix multiplications. 

❖ We prove that POH satisfies the requirement of the one way hash algorithm. 

❖ We provide a solution for dictionary attack problem by using salt algorithm. 

❖ After implementing hamming distance algorithm between two strings the POH has a strong 

indication to collision resistance. 

❖ From this research, we notice that when we increase the matrix size, the level of security 

will be increased notably, regardless of the modular value of the system. 

❖ We compared POH with MD5 , SHAl, and SHA-512 and we have some result: 

• From the previous simulation, the MD5 and POH algorithm are very close in time 

per second in a different data size based on matrix size lxl to 4x4, The MD5 and 

POH is 30% faster than SHAI. 

• The time per second for POH increases on matrix size 5x5 to become larger than 

MD5 because of matrix complexity which makes the algorithm stronger in 

security against attacks like brute force attack. 

• On matrix size 1 0xl 0, the time per second for POH increases to become the 

same as SHA 1 which make the algorithm stronger in security against attacks like 

brute force attack. 
As we mentioned in chapter four the time of SHAl increases when the size of data is increase; 

because of 80 round used in the algorithm .A sequence oflogical functions f(O), f(l), ... , f(79) is 

used. Each f(t), o <= t <= 79, operates on three 32-bit words B, C, D and produces a 32-bit word 

as output. The time of SHA-512 increases for different data size because; the input is processed 
in 1024-bit blocks. The SHA-512 algorithm has the property that every bit of the hash code is a 
function of every bit of the input. The complex repetition of the basic function F produces results 

that are well mixed, it is unlikely that two messages chosen at random, even if they show similar 
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Chapter 5:Conclusions And Future Work - 
regularities, will have the same hash code, unless there is some hidden weakness[ 15]. The 

difficulty of coming up with two messages having the same message digest is on the order of 2 
operations, while the difficulty of finding a message with a given digest is on the order of 2° 
operations[15]. 
As we can see in figure 4.13 the proposed model time per second increases when matrix size and 

modular value increase. But the increment in time have a strong security power against attacks. 

5.2 Future Work 

This research proposes a technique to design a practical one-way hash algorithm by using non 

invertible matrix which cannot be reversed to produce a hash value. We prove the four 

requirements which a practical one way hash algorithm needs. In the future work: 

❖ We can develop by the Gods permission our algorithm to be a parallel practical one way 

hash algorithm; this new technique may decrease the time in hashing with a strong level of 

security. 
❖ We can develop a complete cryptosystem web based application based on the POH 

algorithm. 
❖ We can develop a POH algorithm for any matrix not only square matrix. 

Also we can build an algorithm that try to find a collision in the proposed algorithm. 
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/*" Then perform the following additions. (That is increment each 
of the four registers by the value it had before this block 
was started.) "[58]/ 

A = A + AA 
B = B + BB 

C C + cc 
D D + DD 

end / of loop on i / 
output 

"The message digest produced as output is A, B, c, D. That is, we 
begin with the low-order byte of A, and end with the high-order byte 
of D"[58]. 

Bhxk »a. 
Digest - . ) 

ELock 
AR#mat,% 

Digest 33 ±;®"to) 
= g 

IZZ2I 

Figure appendix.A:Block diagram of digest creation 
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• Sample of Matlab Code 

///// !I/I/Ill Ill II///////// I// Ill/ I I I/ II// I I I I/// II I I/ I I// Ill/ I I I/ II I I I 
function D=Hashing(R,V,n) 
rid=fopen (V) ; 
M = fread (fid) ; 
fclose (fid); 

V=M; 
tl=clock; 

l=size(R);% size of matrix 
1=1(l);% number of rows =number of colwnn 
V=compat (1,V) 
AR=salt (R) 
while (gcd (mod (det (R), n), n) ==1) % invertible since the matrix det hasnt common 
factor with n 

R=gen_mat (R, n) 
%R=R+eye ( l l ; 
end 
i=l; 
j=0; 
u=0; 
V=V'; 
sv=size (V) ; 
j2=0; 
while (u<sv (1)) %divide the original message into stream of size 1 

i=l; 
while (i<=l) 

j2=j2+1; 
r ( i) =V ( j 2) ; 
i=i+ 1; 

end 
size (r); 
size (R) ; 
r=double(r); 

H=mod(R*r' ,n) 

i=l; 
while (i<=l) 

j=j+l; 
H(i)=concat(H(i),V(j)); 
FH(j)=H(i) 
i=i+l; 

end 

u=u+l; 

end 
FH 

dlmwrite ( 'myfile. txt', FH) i 
D=dig('myfile.txt'); 
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" ~~di~c~es!---------------------------- 

+2=clock; 
aisp (etime ( t2, t1) ) 

return 7 

II //!lf/////////////ll/ll/l I /////IIII///II/IIIII 

function d=compat(l,V) 

jen=length(V) ;% number of char on message 
i=1; 
while (i<=len) 

d(i)=uintl6(V(i));7% convert to Ascii array. 
i=i+l; 

end 

while (mod (len, l) =0) %padding 
d(i)=65+d(i-l) ; 
len=i; 
i=i+l; 

end 
return ; 

!I////II/II//II//I/ I Ill/ II I//////////I ////////I ////////II/////I /Ill/ I I 

/////////Ill////// I ///I// I/// I/// I/// I/////////// I/// I/////// II //Ill/ I I// 
function R=gen_mat(R,n) 
l=size (R)7% matrix size 
1=1(1); 

i=l; 
while(i<=l)% to store the main diagonal matrix in one dimensional array (ml 

rn(i)=R(i,i); 
i=i+l; 
end 
i=l; 
while((gcd(mod(det(R) ,n) ,n)==l) &&(i>=0)) 

R(i,i)=R(i,i)+l; 
if ( R ( i, i) ==n * n) ; 

R(i,i)=m(i); 
i=i-l; 

end 
end 
SR=R+eye (l) ; 

return ; 

I////////I/I/II//I////////////I/II/I//I/I///I//I//I/I/////////I/I//I/I///I/I//I/ 

function sv=concat(d,sv) 
dd=d; 
While (fix(d)~=O) 
Sv=sv10; 
d=fix (d/10); 
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- Paper 1:Published(IJCA) 

- Paper 2:published(ACS) 

- Paper 3:published(IJCSS) 
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ABSTRACT .. . 
It is well known that Hash algonthm works in one way, and it 
cannot be reversed. We can build a new algorithm by using 
Hill cipher technique .Since its invention in 1929, Hill cipher 
algorithm which is one of the most famous symmetric 
ayptosystems .Hill cipher requires the inverse of the key 
matrix for decryption. This inverse not always exists, so we 
can use non-invertible matrices to propose a model for our 
new hash algorithm, and we proof the four requirements that 
needed to design a practical one way hash algorithm. 

General Terms 
Cryptographic algorithm, Practical One Way Function 

Keywords 
Hill cipher technique, Non-invertible matrix, hash algorithm, 

One-way hash function, plaintext, integrity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Cryptography is a mixture of mathematics and computer 
science. It is the study and the ability of hiding data. It is also 
used in other technologies and business applications such as 
payment. Cryptography has increasingly been used to secure 
information, But secure data of today could be broken in the 
future. Cryptography is the science of codes and ciphers. It 
includes many algorithms and techniques that transfer data 
safely, It is also inaccessible for non-permitted readers Or 
titers. Computer Security aims to protect the automated 
Information system in order to provide the goals of preserving 
he integrity, availability and confidentiality of information 
~tcm resources and services. There are many attacks that 
@mm computers and information security. There are two 

" that attack a symmetric encryption scheme. 
first one, known as cryptanalysis, and it relies on the 
~ of algorithm and some information of the general 
aracteristif· il; ite t ics of the plaintext message or even some plaint€X 
amples. Thi kind .,%. 3f th al» ,,, IS! .of attacks exploits the characteristics O1 V 
8orithm' : : %%, In order to attempt to infer a specific plaintext Or {O 
uer the :ds int,,, "ption used key. If the attack succeeds D 

g the key, alJ the messages plaintext and key are 

compromised. The second method is the brute-force, and it is 
used to try every possible key in apart of cipher text until 
plaintext translation is obtained [16). 

Many approaches and countermeasures are set to protect 
systems' security. A countermeasure is an any mean or any 
technique that is used to prevent security attack. Ideally, a 
countermeasure can be devised to prevent a particular type of 
attacks from harming a computer or information security. If 
prevention is impossible, or fails in some cases, the goal is to 
detect the attack, then to recover from the effects of the attack. 
the countermeasure itself may infer new vulnerabilities. In 
such cases, residual vulnerabilities may remain after the 
imposition of countermeasures. Such vulnerabilities may be 
exploited by threat agents representing a residual level of risk 
to the assets. Systems owners will seek to minimize that risk 
by giving other constraints [I 6). 

This paper contains five sections. Firstly, it compares between 
Symmetric and a symmetric encryption. Secondly, it talks 
about hash algorithm definition, description, applications and 
the requirements for one-way hash functions. thirdly, it 
handles the hill cipher encryption technique. Fourthly, 
contains our proposed model for one-way hash algorithm with 
mathematical representations and proves that the inverse of 
noninvertible matrix does not exist. Finally, is the conclusion 
and suggestions for future work. [16][7]. 

2. SYMMETRIC AND A SYMMETRIC 
ENCRYPTION 
Asymmetric encryption uses two separate keys, in the contrary 
with the symmetric encryption which uses one key only. 
Symmetric encryption has five components [16], [7]: 

• Plaintext: It is the message or any data inserted to algorithm 

as input. .: 
• Encryption algorithm: It makes some of transformations and 

substitutions to the message. 
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k Y

. one of the inputs of the algorithm and the 
ecret {Cy. : 

• S . algorithm itself depend on key in the 
4cryptiol .:. : jfjon and substitution process. 
rs form@ 

t Xt. Toe message that had been scrambled. 
.cipher I? 

ion algorithm: It reverses the encryption algorithm in 
.Decry 
aection. 
A public-key encryption technique components [16],[7]: 
, Plaintext: It is the message or any data mserted to algorithm 

s input. 

, EnCIYPtion algorithm: It makes some transformations and 
substitutions to the message. 

, Public and private key: A selected pair of keys. if one of the 
keys is used for encryption, the other one is used for 
tecryption. All transformations and substitutions that are made 
by the encryption algorithm rely on the public or private key 
which submitted as input. 

·Cipher text: The message that had been scrambled. 

, Decryption algorithm: It produces the plaintext from the 
cipher by reversing the encryption algorithm. 

The public key of the pair is made public for others to handle. 
But the private key is handled only by the owner. A public key 
cryptographic algorithm depends on a key for encryption and a 
different key for decryption. 

3. HASH ALGORITHM 
3.1 Definition, 
Applications 
Algorithm changes messages and text into a fixed string of 
digits. It usually does so for systems security integrity, 
confidentiality and availability. The one-way means that it is 
hard to recover the original text from the hash value string. A 
one-way hash function is used to create digital signatures. 
Which in its tum identify and authenticate the sender and the 
distributed message digitally. One-way Hash functions have 
an nnportant primitive cryptographic, and it can be used to 
solve any problems including authentication and integrity. 
Hash function is a well-defined procedure that converts a large 
data into a small one. The returned value from hash function is 
called hash code [6]. One-way hash function is a function that 
converts a variable string length into a fixed length binary 
~cnce that cannot be reversed, [10],[15],[13]. The 
Mtcrosof] hash al . cryptographic providers support three as 1 
m!:"thms: MD4, MDS and SHA [6]. An important element in 
of y computer security services and applications is the usage 
"""graphic algorithms .The first type is symmetric \\i:1100_ like DES algorithm, which is used primarily in the 
,_'®"ly of contexts. to provide confidentiality. Another 

IS a secure hash functions like SHA512, MD5 which are 

Descriptions and 

[rternational Jc l re ourna O omputer Applications (0975 8887) 
Volume 23-- No.2, June 2011 

used in message authentication. The third type is public-key 
encryption like RSA A · • · symmetric encryption and secure hash 
functions are combined together to produce an extremely 
useful tool; Hash functions are used in cryptography with 
digital signatures for ensuring data integrity when hash used 
with digital signatures. A public available hash function 
hashes the message and signs the resulting hash value. The 
part that receives the message hashes the message and checks 
whether the block size is authentic for the given hash value 
[16],[7]. 

One-way hash function is an alternative to the message 
authentication code (MAC), which accepts a variable size 
input and produces a fixed size message. Unlike the MAC, 
hash code does not require a key as an input to authenticate the 
message, but a message digest is sent with the message in an 
authenticated way. The message digest can only be encrypted 
by using symmetric key if the sender and the receiver share the 
key. In this way, the authenticity is satisfactory by using 
public key encryption that does not require the keys to be 
distributed to the parties [ 16]. 

3.2 Requirements 
function 
The following properties required for hash function to be 
useful: 

for one-way hash 

> Applied to any size of data. 

> Hash function (H) produces a fixed-length output. 

► H(X) = h is relatively easy to compute for any 
givenx. 

► One-way property. 

Computationally infeasible to find x such as H (x)= h (h 
is a hash value generated). 

► Weak collision resistance. 

Computationally infeasible to find y # x such that 

Hy)=H(:) 
> strong collision resistance 

Computationally infeasible to find any pair (x, y) such as 

Hy)=H(x) 
The first three properties are requirements for a practical 
application of a hash function to message authentication [ 16]. 
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Encryption: 

1· Form vectors as follows: 

HASH 

Hash value with fixed length ] 

Figurel: secure hash functions [16]. 

4. HILL CIPHER 
Hill cipher, invented by Lester S. Hill in 1929, uses matrix 
multiplication for mixing the plaintext [3). The Hill cipher 
works on groups of letters in different ways [8], [9]. It works 
by displaying a group of letters as a vector. And encryption is 
done by matrix multiplication [7] [S). 

Hill cipher satisfies properties that good cryptosystems would 
Have: 

Diffusion: One change in plaintext character should affect as 
many characters as possible in cipher text. We know that hill 
cipher converts any plaintext character to number, and then 
inserts it in a matrix of column vector. If we take - be - as 
plaintext characters then it will be - I, 4-, the matrix of 

column vector will be [ ~] then any change in plaintext 

must affect cipher text characters. 

Confusion: The key should not relate to the cipher text. Hill 
Cipher uses key matrix to encrypt the message and key inverse 
to decrypt it. 
Hill Ci h . . P er example with Key Matrix 2 x 2 uses math 
'pation with Cc dit: ·ibl rel . on ition: The key matrix has to be invertil .e 

alive to 26, 

Given P,-: atntext: plp2p3p4 pn-lpn Given Key 

2. Multiply each vector by k to obtain a pair of cipher 
text letters: 

{-[·K;J-[?}-±» P> @ @ P: C, 

(-{)-[g)}-+» P, @ @a PA C, 

3. The cipher text message is: cl, c2 ... cn 

Decryption: 

1. Calculate k° 

2. For each pair of cipher text find a plaintext by: 

··················· 

5. PROPOSED MODEL 
The main point of one-way hash function is that any encrypted 
text cannot be decrypted. From this point ,we need to choose 
the noninvertible matrix from the hill cipher to use it inside the 
practical one- way hash algorithm. First we take non-invertible 
matrix, multiply it by plaintext as column vector with modular 
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generate the hash value H. The sender of the 
we VP , ge calculates the hash value or message digest by using 
gt,SS8 d 1 After that the message and the hash value are sent 
tbC pJO e . . jver who makes the same calculations by using the 
%he.recs" " 

10 
generate a message hash value. Finally, the receiver 

Jl)Odcl pares between the messages digest from the sender and the 

:: vatue that he calculated. 

51 ]\1atbematical model 
ivy= V x Rmod N. 

H()> hash value generated. 

V =plaintext message as column vector. 

R = non-invertible matrix. 

N = modular value. 

We use the R as a non-invertible matrix that cannot be 
reversed, which is used to generate hash value using this 

formula: 

H(/')=V x R mod N. 

R cannot be reversed, If we Calculate the determinant of this 

mix.d where d =[R], then doesn't relatively prime to 

N,so R' doesn't exist and we can't calculate the value 

«(H(/))'. 

Rshdi A. Hamamreh and Mousa Farajallah in their research 
~ "Design of a robust cryptosystem algorithm for non 
invertible matrices based on Hill cipher" have proved that if 
the non-invertible matrix was used then the encrypted text can 
never be decrypted [S] and this what we need in our model in 
order to this atisfy s satis the one way property . 

:·2 Proof of practical one way property 
ash algorithm requirements: 
2.1 Applied T 'P le 1 o Any Size of Data 
For an . g" data v, let the square matrix has x dimension, ,"e convert the input data into vector(s) of x 
less th O if the number of integers consists the input vector 
IDakc: x 'then the system will make padding into vector v to 
s,_"® model applying to any size of data, but if the 

0 Integers ° llclv model . consists the input vector v more than x, the 
ply,, Ill make more than one round in order to 

g to any size of data. 

START 

d=number of Integers consists the series 
x=matrlx dimension 

r" ·> 
<"> o 

YES I r--M-a-k~e-(x--d-)- 
Ma YES Padding Into 

d(d/ 
ke Input vector 

roun Ix)+roundup((d%x)/x)) 
rounds of the Input vector 

Start the computation 
process 

END 

Figure2: steps to make new model applying to any data 
size 

5.2.2 H Produces· a Fixed-Length Output 
The new model will be able to process an arbitrary-length 
message into a fixed-length output. this can be achieved by 

dividing up the input vector into a series of equally sized X 
vector(s) from a previous point, and operating on them in 

sequence. 

5.2.3 H Relatively Easy To Compute for Any 
GivenX 
This property is easy to be found in any mathematical model If 
and only if the input is known and that makes the output easy 
to be calculated, and the new model has all the needed input 
parameters in order to calculate the output. 

5.2.4 One-Way Property 
Toe new model based on the following mathematical equation 

H(V) = V x R mod N, where V is the input vector at 
any round, R is the non-invertible matrix, and N is the 
modular value of the system, if any user has H (V), and let 
us assume also he has R and N then he can only formulate 
the following model V = H(V)x R' mod N,but since 
R is not invertible matrix he can't solve this equation, so the 

proposed model is one way function. 
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Non-invertabile 

matrix R 

-PRpx» +-(ice) 
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Hasl 

'i 
Figure3: practical one way hash algorithm 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
WORK 
This paper proposes a technique to design a practical one-way 
hash algorithm by using non-invertible matrix that cannot be 
reversed to produce hash value. We proof the four 
requirements that a practical one way hash algorithm need. In 
Future works we need to design an algorithm that convert any 
invertible matrix into non-invertible one, and then design one 
way hash algorithm to generate hash value. 
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Practical one way hash algorithm using non-invertible 

matrix based on hill cipher technique 

Keywords: One way hash algorithm, dictionary attack, collision resistance . 

Nowadays, Cryptography plays a major role in protecting technology applications 

information. Hash function is a well-defined procedure that converts a large data into a small 

one, The returned value from hash function is called hash code, It is well known that Hash 

algorithm works in one way and cannot be reversed, In this paper, The new one way hash 
algorithm will be designed by using two steps. Firstly, we will convert the input data into 

matrix system by using all necessary conversions to generate the initial hash value . 

Secondly, use the output of the first step to make a digest for these data and finally generate 

the secure hash value. The first step can never be reversed in the new proposed system since 

the matrix system requires the inverse of the matrix to retrieve the input data, and the first 

round of the proposed algorithm depends on the multiplication of non-invertible matrix with 

the plaintext message in column vector. It's a new method to make hash value that depends 

on matrix multiplication. 

Jule il a! > ~ 
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Abstract 

Cryptography in the past was used in keeping military information, diplomatic correspondence secure and 
in protecting the national security. However, the use was limited. Nowadays, the range of cryptography 
applications have been expanded a lot in the modern area after the development of communication 
means; cryptography is essentially required to ensure that data are protected against penetrations and to 
prevent espionage. Also, cryptography is a powerful mean in securing e-commerce. Cryptography is 
used to ensure that the contents of a message are confidentiality transmitted and would not be altered. 
Confidentiality means nobody can understand the received message except the one who has the 
decipher key, and data cannot be changed means the original information would not be changed or 
modified; this is done when the sender includes a cryptographic operation called a hash function in the 
original message. A hash function is a mathematical representation of the information, when any 
information arrives at its receiver; the receiver calculates the value of this hash function. If the receiver's 
hash function value is equivalent to the sender's, the integrity of the message is assured . 

Keyword: Symmetric Encryption, A Symmetric Encryption ,Hash Algorithm, Caesar Table. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, cryptography plays a major role in protecting the information of technology applications. 
Information security is an important issue, for some applications. Have the top priority such as e 
Commerce, e-banking, e-mail, medical databases, and so many more, all of them require the exchange 
of private information. For example, let us consider a person named Allee a sender who wants to send a 
data message which has a length of m characters to a receiver called Bob. Allee uses an unsecure 
communication channel. Which could be a telephone line , computer network, or any other channel. If the 
message contains secret data they could be intercepted and read by hackers. Also they may change or 
modify the . . ' . . • such a way that Bob would not be able to discover the 
cha,» message during its transmission in__ ;% ic ad and have been compared ,a lot of 

nge. In this survey a various ways of encryption is viewec ' 
examples have been provided . 
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1_1 Cryptography Goals 
BY using cryptography many goals can be achieved Th 
e in one application, or only one of them, These 6sE] 99@ls can be either all achieved at the same 

1. Confidentiality: it is the most important goal th 
received message except the one who has the 'd ~thenskures that nobody can understand the eciptier ey. 

2. Authentication: it is the process of proving the id ti 
the one that it claimed to be, This means th ~~~ty, that assures the communicating entity is 
identities to other parties who don't have e a e user or the system can prove their own 
iomm of host to host authentication on tis '\" "9wedge of their idenies. (The primary 
both of them are notoriously weak). ay is name-based or address-based; and 

3. Data Integrity: its ensures that the received message has not b It d • • 
original form, This can be achieved y using hashing at to s",""®" ® gy rem its 
in order to create a unique message digest and compare it wth %' °,2®Ger and the recipient 
N R d. 1· ·it h • one a receive . 4. on- epu 1a 10n. 1 1s mec arnsm used to prove that the sender reall t th· d 
a massage was received by tie speinod'ary, so ta racier csks5,{ f";" 
was not sent [2]. 

5. Access Control: it is the process of preventing an unauthorized use of resources. This goal 
controls who can have access to the resources, If one can access, under which restrictions and 
conditions the access can be occurred, and what is the permission level of a given access. 

1.2 Basic Terminology of Cryptography 
Computers are used by millions of people for many purposes. such as banking, shopping, military, 
student records, etc ..... Privacy is a ·critical issue in many of these applications, how are we need to 
make sure that an unauthorized parties cannot read or modify messages. 

Cryptography is the transformation of readable and understandable data into a form which cannot be 
understood in order to secure data. cryptography refers exactly to the methodology of concealing the 
content of messages, the word cryptography comes from the Greek word "Kryptos", that means hidden, 
and "graphikos" which means writing [3]. 

The information that we need to hide, is called plaintext (P), It's the original text, It could be in a form of 
characters, numerical data, executable programs, pictures, or any other kind of information, The plaintext 
for example is the first draft of a message in the sender before encryption, or it is the text at the receiver 
after decryption. 

The data that will be transmitted is called cipher text (C), it's a term refers to the string of "meaningless" 
data, or unclear text that nobody must understand, except the recipients. i! is the data that will be 
transmitted Exactly through network, Many algorithms are used to transform plaintext into cipher text [4]. 

Cipher is the algorithm that is used to transform plaintext to cipher text, This method is called encryption 
~r enciphers (encode), in other words, it's a mechanism of converting readable and understandable data 
into "meaningless" data, and it is represented as follows: 

C= E»(P) 
Where E, is the encryption algorithm using key k. 

(1) 

;es e ya carats cases @one asesd peg "g""""","2"5; 
79her text, this method is called decryption, in other wor s I s 
meaningless" data into readable data. 

P =Dy-4©) 
(2) 
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The Key is an input to the encryption algorithm, and this value . 
. ut is used to transform the plaintext into cipher text, so diff muSt be independent of the plaintext, This 
,cacher side, the inverse of the key wilt be used insis ,""s will yield different 'cipher text, ii gon m instead of the key. 

computer security it's a generic term for a collection of tools desi d 
theft corruption, or natural disaster while allowing these data to b~e tot~tect any data from hackers, 
time'. one example of these tools is the A-vast antivirus program [1]. avai a e to the users at the same 

Network security refers to any activity designed to protect the usability integrity r bTt d f 
data during their transmission on a network, Network security deals with hard re ia I idy' ant sa ety of f th f II · · · . ware an so tware The activity can be one o e o owing anti-virus and ant1-spyware, firewall Intrusion prevent' t ' d 
Virtual Private Networks [4]. ' ion sys ems, an 

Internet Security is measures and procedures used to protect data during their transmission over a 
collection of interconnected networks .while mformat1on security is about how to prevent attacks and to 
detect attacks on information-based systems[2].' 
Cryptanalysis (code breaking) is the study of principles and methods of deciphering cipher text without 
knowing the key, typically this includes finding and guessing the secrete key, It's a complex process 
involving statistical analysis, analytical reasoning, math tools and pattern-finding, The field of both 
cryptography and cryptanalysis is called cryptology [4,15]. 
Symmetric encryption refers to the process of converting plaintext into cipher text at the sender with the 
same key that will be used to retrieve plaintext from cipher text at the recipient. while asymmetric 
encryption refers to the process of converting plaintext into cipher text at the sender with different key 
that will be used to retrieve plaintext from cipher text at the recipient [15]. 

Passive attacks mean that the attackers or the unauthorized parties just monitoring on the traffic or on 
the communication between the sender and the recipient, but not attempting to breach or shut down a 
service, This kind of attacks is very hard to discover, since the unauthorized party doesn't leave any 
traces. On the other hand active attacks mean that the attackers are actively attempting to cause harm 
to the network or the data. The attackers are not just monitoring on the traffic, but they also attempt to 
breach or shut down the service [4,15]. 

Authentication is the process of determining whether someone is the same person who really is, such as 
login and password in login pages while authorization is the process of ensuring that this person has the 
ability to do something [4, 9, 15]. 

Brute force is the attacker who is trying all of the possible keys that may be used in either decrypt or 
encrypt information [15]. 

1.3 A Brief History of Cryptography . 
The encryption process is as old as writing itself, Through this short historical combo, the most important 
stations in the progress of data encryption will be reviewed. It is believed that the first texts used or 
contained any encryption techniques were known 4000 years ago at the Veterans Egyptian where the 
hieroglyphic inscriptions on the tomb of the nobleman Khnumhotep 11, They were written with a number of 
unusual symbols to confuse or obscure the meaning of the inscriptions [6). 

2000 years ago, the Greek knew cylinder device called Scytale, which was the sender's part very similar 
to the recipient part where a narrow strip of parchment or leather, was wounded around the Scytale and 
lhe message was written across it, so if anyone tries to read the text he will find meaningless letters, Te 
Only one that can read this text is the one who has the Scytale, This technique is similar to the 
"sposition technique which will be later discussed in symmetric encryption seciOl';[,,a of the holy 
Q e Arab role in the data encryption, was since ancient times, Through the a~a ys1s ho . e f r breaking 
"?" sg si scholars were able o ivent iraausosy ®""ff,,]","f, ks Bos 
j,"""P@bee substitution ciphers about 1200 years ago. by "" 5,3,% iiessages). which it was 

at fi lstikhraj al-Mu'amma (Manuscript for the Deciphering ·ryp ograp ' 
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the most advanced in cryptography_ si~ce that time, until the . 
ge of AL-Kindi's book, After AL-Kindi's invention all . h World ware two, Figure 1 shows the first 
:hnique, until the development of the polyalphabetic cipher ~xt became v~lnerable to this cryptanalytic 
"The Father of Western Cryptology" in 1465 [6].cipner Y Leone Battista Alberti, who is known as 

-l2A9\646g6Ng6,- 5-1c 0 35± 9 .-5 45+Ff Eris z+re 1~...::ti,...,~.tu,: ~~ 1.._ ~~~11-".:-_.nJ.ik..- 
{+-,,,P90% -9LS, FF'sfp, JAoeb,A7Ar---L 
'-<Ji;;u-:Gl.e,--31 . - ~~_.14'!. ,.J~ ... - .. ~ ... ~. 2glECt_Eo} 2--e 35pw-gs a- . 
t . - ---:':=::f'.,..,_._ ~ ~'-~~~~,-~,~--r--· 

t°_ .,:-.,--.J :,bJ\,.- .,..c>Jl. .;.,.li.l~.-7 ~_,.tL.~L~~~~-1. ,_...,·. 

e-.A,= }- 2}±-?9tad?>_ as0w 

~~..IJ?~ . -~~-------=--.n~•~ 
;:-"~_g.\' ~\~~\~ . ·:-:.r-'51'" -:'!Jl...)L-_, gr£3\ t±e, -esatepstssq=a 
is!y-tu,a..y-re\o, 3·.1416,A21552l, AS»nsn cgpreeAaz' -ekjg?2y . A~ u tr...-&,,~~~ -:.i..,;.,...A:. ;1,~~, _,.i.,.;.,V- 

FIGURE.1: The first page of al-Kindi's manuscript On Deciphering Cryptographic Messages 

The next step was in 1518 by Trithemius, a German monk, who wrote a table of Twenty-six column and 
Twenty-six row. Each row duplicate the above row but shifted by one letter. 

In 1585, Blaise de Vigenere developed a Trithemius table by changing the way that the keywords system 
works. One of his used techniques is the plaintext as its own key. 

Forty-three years later, a Frenchman named Antoine Rossignol helped his army to defeat the Huguenots, 
by deciphering a captured message. After that victory, Antoine was deciphering messages for the benefit 
of the French government many times. He used two lists to solve his ciphers: "one in which the plain 
elements were in alphabetical order and the code elements randomized, and one to facilitate decoding in 
which the code elements stood in alphabetical or numerical order while their plain equivalents were 
disarranged" [7]. 

The wheel cipher is a cylinder composed of Twenty six cylindrical piece of wood, The alphabetical letters 
inscribed randomly on each piece the [8). . . 
The development in data encryption has begun to accelerate after the discovery of the telegraph, simply 
sending messages by the telegraph is not secure; therefore they had to provide means of data 
encryption before transmission. 

In 1854, Charles Wheatstone and Lyon Playfair invented the Playfair s1stem,_ which was consisted from 
5X5 rectangle key, while the plaintext message divided into adjacent pairs, This system will be discussed 
later. 

Before 1883, the encrypt ion process often depended on hiding of algorithm to protect data, Of course, 
This is not practical but the first major advances in cryptography were made in the year 1883 by Kerkhoff 
by developing a set' of principles which is now known as Kerkhoff principle, The major principle is, hidding 
the key of algorithm instead of hiding the algorithm itself [5]. 

Kerkhoff Principles [9] 
1. Ciphertext should be unbreakable. 
2· The cryptosystem should be convenient for the correspondent. 
3· The key should be easily remembered and changeable. 
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4, The Ciphertext should be transmitted by the telegraph. 
5, The cipher apparatus should be easily portable, ' 
6. The cipher machine should be relatively easy to use. 

In 1915, two Dutch navy officers invented the rotor machine: whi · . . 
achanical systems. The simple view of rotor machine is a,' "/? is a combination of electrical and 

,,cssed by the plaintext, These switches attached by a »\,,°ical system with twenty-six switches 
,ample if the plaintext letter is pressed, the wiring is placed,,'"®om contact letter on the output, for 
eny' time a letter was pressed.' So while pressing A the tire ±', ]'' and then rotated with a gear 
time it might generate character S [1 O]. migt generate character D, the next 

In 1918, the german army during the world war one, used ADFGVX ci her . . 
a table, the first row and first column was the key while the data ett sy

st
em, which consisted from 

P
laintext with pair of characters of text at the top of the correspondingry rwowasarnadndomly replda~ed byl the · t· h th I d h correspon mg co umn 

The following 'Igure s ows e rep ace c aracter T with pair AD Figure 2 explain ADFGVC • h ' 
system[11]. cipner 

A D j F G X 
A B c' A L p 
D D H 0 z K 
F Q F V s N 
G G J C u X 
X M R E w y 

FIGURE 2 : Example of Using ADFGVX cipher system. 

Lester Hill is one of the few scientists who had concluded that mathematics inevitably necessary for the 
success of encryption, and the encryption remained the same until 1941 when Adrian Albert Benefited 
from Hill theorem and built an encryption system based on mathematics [12]. 

In 1948, Shannon published "A Communications Theory of Secrecy Systems", In this paper Shannon's 
analysis demonstrates several important features of the statistical nature of language that make nearly 
the solution of all previous ciphers very straight forward, One of the most important result in this paper is 
that Shannon developed a measure for cryptographic strength called the "unicity distance" [14]. 

During a collaboration between Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman in 1976, the Diffie-Hellman key 
agreement was invented, The method was based on the selected three variables at the sender (x, a, P) 
and generating of s, then sending (s, a, P) to the recipient, the recipient chooses y and uses Y with (a, P) 
to generate r and sends r to the sender the sender use r with (x, P) to generate the public key, The 
recipient also uses s with (y, P) to generate the same public key, Figure 3 explains this idea [15]. 
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Sender 
ecipient 

s, a, p - x,a,p - y 

s=a mod p r=a" mod p 

k=r mod p k=s' mod p 
g r 

R .. 

FIGURE .3 : Diffie-Hellman key generation 

After Diffie-Hellman approach, the cryptography was divided into symmetric and asymmetric 
cryptography, and then many techniques and methods were developed. The next section is about the 
symmetric and asymmetric encryption [16]. 

2. SYMMETRIC AND ASYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION 
Encryption is the strongest and the safest way in securing data. Certainly, it is the most common one. 
Encryption systems are divided into two major types or forms, symmetric and asymmetric. 
Symmetric encryption is known as secret key or single key, The receiver uses the same key which the 
sender uses to encrypt the data to decrypt the message,. This system was the only system used before 
discovering and developing the public key., A safe way of data transfer must be used to moving the 
secret key between the sender and the receiver in symmetric encryption. Figure 4 shows how the system 
works. Symmetric encryption occurs either by substitution transposition technique, or by a mixture of 
both. Substitution maps each plaintext element into cipher text element, but transposition transposes the 
positions of plaintext elements. 

} 
PLain text 

ru I : Secure Channel &@J 
Shared Key 

Shared Key 

! ; 
Ciphertext 

Insecure Channel A 
\/ 

FIGURE .4 : Simplified model of conventional encryption 
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. t Encryption Process . 

plaintex! (15+12) mod 26 Cipher text 
915 (0+12)mod26 1> b 
a) 0 (11+12)mod26 12>m 
y11 (4+12)mod26 23>x 
s) 4 16>q 318 (18+12) mod 26 4> 5+19 (19+12) mod 26 5➔ f 
j3 8 (8+12)mod26 20>u 
13 (13+12) mod 26 25>z 
) 4_ (4+12)mod26 16>q 
The common simplified cipher algorithm which assigns each character of plaintext into numerical value is 
called Caesar cipher,, its sums the key value to the numerical value of plaintext character, and then 
assigns the rest of the division by modular value into cipher text character, where the modular value is the 
max numerical value plus one [17], The mathematical model of Caesar cipher is: 

At encryption side: 

At decryption side: 

E,a)=%+n) mod p 

E,,ae) =(a--n) mod p 

(3) 

(4) 

Where xis the plaintext character and xis shift value, the following example illustrates Caesar cipher 
model: 

Example 1: 
Let the plaintext message is "Palestine" and the key value=12, and use the simplest symmetric 
encryption algorithm ,which called "Caesar cipher", the Caesar table will be: 

Table .1: Caesar Table 

a b C d e f g h i j k L m n 0 p q r s T u V w X y z 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

The cipher text which arrive to the receiver is "bmxqefuzq", and the cipher text is entered into decryption 
process in the receiver to decrypt the text as fallow: 

Cipher text 
b+ 1 
m+12 
x) 23 
q+ 16 
e) 4 
I+ 5 
u) 20 
z+ 25 
q+ 16 

Decryption Process 
(1 - 12) mod 26 
(12 - 12) mod 26 
(23 - 12) mod 26 
(16 - 12) mod 26 
(4 - 12) mod 26 
(5 - 12)mod26 
(20 - 12) mod 26 
(25 - 12) mod 26 
(16- 12) mod 26 

Plaintext 
153> p 
o➔ a 

11D> I 

4) e 
18> s 
19> t 
8> i 

133> n 
4> e 

. . t d t chnique on symmetric encryption , uses 
an advanced rail fence technique which is more sophisticate he . her text column-by-column, but at 
" ofginaf plaintext to write' it in row-by-row, and red" _],""j,, sjaintext by reading the message 
ecryption side write the cipher text column-by-column an .

1 
r~ ne when (key= didzd3 ... i4i), where 

row-by-row, the mathematical model of advanced rail tence 
(> d,> d, > d,); 

key d, 
--- P1 

d, d; 
P 3 

(5) 
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key di 
C3a/-+ 
Cg ya/-+2 

d; 
C3 t/n-+1 
tlxl/n+Z 

... Czxl/n 

Where dis the smallest digit among digits of keJ• th t . • 
1 

• · a consist from d' ·t 1 characters in p amtext message, Pi is the characte f 1 . n 191 s, represent number of 
cipher text output. • r O plaintext message and Ci is the character of 

C a-tf C4ytu 

... d n 
·•· Cr/n+l 
... Cun+:2 (6) 

Example 2: 
To understand and accommodate advance rail fence tee • . 
plaintext {p)"AES 1s a block cipher intended to replace DES f hrnque, let. us consider (key = 5236417), 

Using equation (5), the encryption message: or commercial application": 
Key 5 2 3 6 4 
Plaintext: [ A e s ~ 

$ ? F +;j 
e r i n 

N d e d t t e 
E p I a C O r 
E s f o e d 
M r c 0 

m e r c A 

A
L a P P I i C 
... t I O n x X 

Output: Aitoeciixeoedpsmatscrelfepiscntcrclnalhneemlaikidaorpobperdoacx 

Using equation (6), the decryption message (plaintext): 
Key 5 2 3 6 4 7 
Plaintext: A e s s a B 

i o C k c i P 
h e r i n t E 
n d e d t o R 
e p I a c e D 
e s f o r c O 
m m e r c A 
I a p p I C 
a t I O n X X 

Output: Aesisablockcipherintendedtoreplacedesforcommer ial pplication 

~rom previous examples, the plaintext is translated into different cip er text and then transferred throw 
"med cname to the receiver, while the secrete key which is been used in encryption process will be 
en n5fe~red throw secured channel, At the receiver side the inverse of the secret key or/and the inverse of 
m~ipti?n ~rocess are used to decrypt the cipher text and to retrieve the original plaintext, Caesar 
en a~ism 1s the core for all encryption model, from easy to very complicated one, in other word, the 
"lion process needs key to convert the plaintext into cipher text, but at the receiver the inverse of 
0cesses will retrieve the original plaintext. 

~~~tric ~ncryption has many advantages over asymmetric. Firstly, it is faster sin_ce it doesn't consume 
ke time in data encryption and decryption. Secondly, it is easier than asymmetnc encryption in secret 

sec
y generation. However it has some disadvantages, for example key distribution and sharing of the 
retkeb ' · : : let • Sor»[ ! etween the sender and the receiver, also symmetric key encryption incompleteness, since 

application like authentication can't be fully implemented by only using symmetric encryption [18]. 
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In 197s Diffie and Helman invented new encryption tech . • . A t · · · rnque called publi k • encryption; \symmetric encryption is the opposite of symmetric JIG ey encryption or asymmetric 
require sharing the secret key between the sender and th,," Scryption in safety, since it doesn't 
between symmetric and asymmetric encryption, the sender ,[,®r. And this is the main difference 
jhe receiver has his own secret key which is extremely difficult± Public key of the receiver. Because 
key, no shared key is needed; the receiver is responsible for es,,,''''®9Sible to know through the public 
the receiver sends the publtc key to all senders by any ch ~h is mg his private and public key, and 
send his public key, asymmetric key can use either the put7ne e needs, even unsecured channels to 
can use any of the keys in decryption, asymmetric enic or _secret key to encrypt the data. Also it 
authentication and non-repudiation security services, and al~t{j tion can be used . t? implement the 
other application that never be implemented using symmetric t can be ~sed for digital signature and works. encryption. Figure.5 shows how the system 

Joy Allco 

.·P.l.alnt•>U j 
I 

r= 
Bobs Public Key 

c,_,..---;:-:i,,_: Bobs Private Key r--- __ 7 
~1 ..,(\_ ,_n_s_e_c_u_r._e_c_h_a_n_n_e_, ~G - Clp:rte: I 

FIGURE 5 : Simplified model of asymmetric encryption 

Asymmetric encryption is slower and very complicated in calculations than symmetric encryption . 
Therefore, asymmetric encryption deals with plaintext as a group of numbers which are manipulated in 
mathematics, while the plaintext in symmetric encryption deal as group of symbols and characters, the 
encryption process may permute these symbols, or may substitute one symbol by another. 

So the nature of the data determines the system of encryption type. And every system has its own uses. 
For example, asymmetric encryption may be used in authentication or in sending secret key for 
decryption. 

!0 und~rstand asymmetric encryption, lets us take RSA model which is an example on asymmetric 
ncryption, RSA model main steps: 

RSA Model Steps: . 
• Each user generates a public/private key pair by selecting two large primes at random p, 

q. 
• Computing modular value n = p x q 
• Calculating the Euler's function ¢(n) = (p -1) x (q - l) . . d . . 
• Selecting at randomly the public encryption key e, wherel < e < cp(n), an e is pnme 

relative to thep©(n). 
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• Solving the following equation to find private decryption key d, 
a xd=1mod p(n),and0<d <n. 
• Publishing their public encryption key: z = (e,n). 
• Keeping secret private decryption key: PR = (d,n). 
• At the encryption side the sender uses encryption mathematical equation C = P° mod n. 
• At the decryption side the receiver uses decryption mathematical equation P = ca •moci n. 

Example 3: 
Let a part of the plaintext message be "Palestine", then the RSA key generation process is: 

• Select two prime numbers: P=23 & q=17 
• Computing n = p x q = 23 x17 = 391 
• Computing (n) = (:p-1) x (q - 1) = 22 x 16= 352 
• Selecting e: gcd (e, 352) = 1; choose e = 7 
• Determining d:d xe = 1 mod 352 and d <352 Value is d =151 since 

151x7 = 1057 == 352 x 3 4 1 
• Publishing public keyPK = (7,391). 
• Keeping private key secrete?, = (15L391). 

The encryption process and decryption process then is applied to previously calculated parameters as 
follow: 
Plaintext 
p ) 15 
a ~ 00 
I ~ 11 
e ~ 04 
s ~ 18 
t ~ 19 
i ~ 08 
n ~ 03 
e ~ 04 

Encryption Process 
1i.57 mod 391 = 195 
007 mod 391 = 000 
1117 mod 391 = 122 
047 mod 391 = 353 
18" mod 391 = 052 
19° mod 391 = 383 
087 mod 391 = 219 
13" mod 391 = 055 
047 mod 391 = 353 

The cipher text will arrive the receiver, and at the receiver the cipher text will be entered into decryption 
process to decrypt the text as follow: 

Decryption Process Plaintext 
195151 mod 391 =015 015 > p 
000- mod 391 =000 000 > a 
122151 mod 391 =011 011 D> I 
35351 mod 391 =004 004 > e 
052+ mad391 =018 018 > s 
383151mod391 =019 019 > t 
219-1 mod 391 =008 008 > 
055151 mod 391 = 003 003 > n 
353\5± mod 391 =004 004 > e 

. t · ncryption consists of key, encryption and 
The mathematical model for symmetric and asymme nc e ·tr the secrete key or any channel for 
decryption algorthm and powerful secured channel for VO®"",,rcai model similar to equations (1 
transmitting the public key from the sender to the receiver, e m 
• 2): 

At encryption side: 

At decryption side: 

c= EP) 

P= DC) 
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Where C is the cipher text to be sent, E is the encryption algorithm p . th 
1 

• • • 

aoiithim, and K is the key used inside the encryption and/or decrypt,,,,["""® is the decryption 

g, RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
When it comes to encryption, the latest isn't necessarily the best You should I th . 

th t · right for the job and h b · a ways use e encryption 
algorithm ~ IS • , as een extensively publicly analyzed and tested, something the 
cryptographic community wont have ha? the chance to do with a brand new algorithm. Let's have a look 
at some of the most widely-used algorithms. For most people, encryption means taking plaintext and 
converting it to cipher text using the same key, or secret, to encrypt and decrypt the text. This is 
symmetric encryption and it is comparatively fast compared to other types of encryption such as 
asymmetric encryption. The most w1dely-~sed algorithm used in symmetric key cryptography is AES 
(Advanced Encryption Standard). It comprises three block ciphers, AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256, 
each of which is deemed sufficient to protect government classified information up to the SECRET level 
with TOP SECRET information requmng either 192 or 256 key lengths. 

The main disadvantage of symmetric key cryptography is that all parties involved have to exchange the 
key used to encrypt the data before they can decrypt it. This requirement to securely distribute and 
manage large ~umbers of keys means most cryptographic services also make use of other types of 
encryption algorithms. Secure MIME (S/MIME) for example uses an asymmetric algorithm - public/private 
key algorithm - for non-repudiation and a symmetric algorithm for efficient pnvacy and data protection. 

Asymmetric algorithms use two interdependent keys, one to encrypt the data, and the other to decrypt it. 
This interdependency provides a number of different features, the most important probably being digital 
signatures which are used amongst other things to guarantee that a message was created by a particular 
entity or authenticate remote systems or users. The RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) asymmetric 
algorithm is widely used in electronic commerce protocols such as SSL, and is believed to be secure 
given sufficiently long keys and the use of up-to-date implementations. As RSA is much slower than 
symmetric encryption, what typically happens is that data is encrypted with a symmetric algorithm and 
then the comparatively short symmetric key is encrypted using RSA. This allows the key necessary to 
decrypt the data to be securely sent to other parties along with the symmetrically-encrypted data. 

4. SUMMARY 
Cryptography is used to ensure that the contents of a message are confidentiality transmitted and would 
not be altered. Confidentiality means nobody can understand the received message except the one that 
has the decipher key, and "data cannot be changed" means the original information would not be 
changed or modified· this is done when the sender includes a cryptographic operation called a hash 
function in the original message. A hash function is a mathematical representation of the information, 
when information arrives at its receiver- the receiver calculates the value of this hash function. If the 
ieceiver's hash function value is equivalent to the sender's, the integrity of the message is assured [15].in 
this survey paper we describe and compare between symmetric and asymmetnc encryption technique 
provide many example to show the differences . 
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